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Law yers say
tuit ion hike
can be foug ht

The End of the Day

Air Force ROTC cadets take down the American flag that hangs in front of Thompson Hall.

Kin near take s the helm

Concer ned by budget , affirm.ative action

By Erin C. Sullivan
As former University of New
Hampshire President Gordon
Haaland packs his bags for
Gettysburg College, Interim
President George "Gus" Kinnear
is getting comfortable in the
President's office in Thompson
Hall.
Since his position as Interim
President began on February 19th,
Kinnear has made every effort to
keep the faculty, staff and students
aware of the main goals and
concerns of the administration
during this transitional period.
Kinnear' s foremost concerns
are issues ranging from the budget
for fiscal year 1991 to the
Affirmative Action plan released
earlier this week in the Campus
Journal.
Kinnear hopes the university
can achieve a sense of community
active
encouraging
by
participation of the faculty, staff
and students in campus activities.

Specifically, Kinnear referred to
Earth Day, which will take place
on April 22.
"I think that will be our first
attempttoinvolv ethecampusina
constructive way," Kinnear stated.
The basis for Kinnear' s request for open communication and
active participation by the members of the UNH community is to
maintain UNH' s image, especially
to the presidential candidates visiting cam pus.
Kinnear stated that the
university has to present an image
that is attractive to presidential
candidates visiting the campus.
Kinnear is not being
considered for president of the
University of New Hampshire
because of conditions set by the
Board of Directors.
"It was a case that the Board
of Directors needed to name the
Interim President and get the
search started. As a matter of

(603)862-1490

policy, searches go better if they
(candidates) don't believe there is
an internal candidate," Kin.near
said. "They asked me if I would
serve under these conditions," he
said. "If that was considered to be
in the best interest ofUNH, I would
serve. And I am."
Kinnear' s teammates back his
goals of communication and his
policy to hold the interest of the
university at the top of his list of
priorities.
"I think it was good for him to
write directly to the whole
community. I think he is going to
show leadership in addressing
these issues," Vice President for
Academic Affairs, Walter Eggers
said.
"It's a hard time for the
university during this interim
period but I think he has got the
ability to lead and I think that is
what is needed at a time like this,"
said Eggers.

By Sue E. Foley
Is this legal? Can the
university really demand an
additional $300 tuition increase
midway through the semester?
Our bills have already been paid.
How can th1s action be justified?
These are questions many
concerned students have asked of
UNH since last Thursday's
decision by the University System
of New Hampshire Board of
Trustees to approve the
supplemental tuition bill for instate students.
According to Claire Van
Ummersen, USNH Chancellor,
theBoardofTrust eesisauthorized
to make such decisions regarding
tuition.
"Revenue projections for the
state of New Hampshire have
simply not been met," said Van
Ummersen. ''The university had
to respond with an increase in
tuition."
Van Ummersen said, ''The
Trustees have the responsibility _
to balance the budget, and they
are authorized by statute to do
so." The statute Van Ummersen
refers to is RSA i87 A: 16.
The Board of Trustees has
the authority to set tuition fees;
however, nowhere does it say it is
legal to change it this semester,
said Ron Rogers, General
Counsel.
Others are not as supportive
about the increase. Attorney
Joseph Keefe, of Nixon, Hall, &
Hess Professional Association in
Manchester, said, '1 find what's
going on to be absolutely
outrageous!"
Keefe stressed that although
the Board of Trustees has the
authoritytotakes uchaction, 'The
students may have an argument
that the mid-semester tuition
increase is breach of contract
between student and university."
Another local lawyer, who
wished to remain anonymous,
said it is possible a UNH student

Dur ham hou sing beco mes scar ce

Waitin g lists grow, ordina nce limits new constr uction
By John Doherty
The housing squeeze is on.
The high demand for student
housing in Durham, coupled with
the new zoning ordinance, which
eliminates the possibility of
additional student housing, has
left local landlords with long
waiting lists from which to choose
prospective tenants and may
present a host of future problems
seeking
undergrads
for
affordable, local housing.
"All the indications are that
the university will grow in the
coming years," said local
developer and landlord Walter

have completely banned you from
Cheney.
Cheney met with members of the town," said Cheney. "And if
the Student Senate yesterday to you want student housing you
discuss possible solutions to the have to rally up your troops and
get it."
housing plight.
Cheney,
Cheney told
who said the
landlord
of
kind
What
Student
board's
Senators
is Lou Kourageous?
ordinance
N a n c y
was an act of
See page 11.
Valerio, Sally
"complete
Lange and
incompetenre,"
holds that housing in Durham is AnnMarie Elek that if all the
going to become an increasingly students who lived on campus and
in Dur ham registered to vote they
"high-priced commodity".
"They (the town council) could "take over the town".

"Basically, I live in Durham
for obvious reasons," said Anna
Coudert who lives on Mill Pond
Rd. '1t's close to campus."
Coudert, who shares her 2
bedroom apartment with three
other students, says the $2_75 per
month plus utilities she pays is
money well spent because she is
only minutes from campus.
The downtown Durham
units, also called the Central
business District, are the only area
in Durham left unaffected by the
DURHAM HOUSING, PAGE 11

may be able to avoid the fee by
fighting the university in small
claims court.
Among others who strongly
disapprove the increase is Michael
Rose, Minority Aide for the Senate
Democrats. "It's wrong. I believe
the trustees should trim more fat
and do whatever they can to not
raise the tuition," he said. Rose
added that the educational
cutbacks are probably the worst
result of recessions in state
appropriations for fiscal year 1990.
Both Keefe and Rose said that
studentsneedtos ticktogetherand
fight for their rights. Rose
emphasized that the decision
seemed short-sighted and that the
students need to realize that they
may have some recourse.
Since students were notified
in December about the hike, some
feel the decision is justifiable.
"Notification of the increase went
out early so students could plan
and cope accordingly," Rogers
said. "Students knew there was
an unknown."
So, how do UNH students
feel abou,t paying an additional
$300 that they had not planned on
when they pre-registered for the
spring semester?
Jude Stephany, a senior
Family Studies major said, "I'd
like to see some visible signs that
the tuition increase is helping
students. We need more parking
spaces,morepro fessors,andmore
sections of courses. Somehow, I
don't think we'll see results that
benefit us."
Also angered and questioning
the legitimacy of the $300 hike is
Mike Vadeboncoeur, a junior
Communication s major. "Now
that we're paying more money,
they're cutting back on our
educational resources," he said.
The current tuition increase
hasbeenlikened bysomestudents
to buying a car. Once you pay for
it, the car is yours. It would be
preposterous if the dealership sent
an additional bill several months
later.
Billing Office personnel said
that the additional tuition bill will
be due by April 15, 1990 in order
for students to be eligible for preregistration.
Realizing that. the tuition
increase may cause serious
financial problem~ for some
students, Van Ummersen
emphasized that 25% of the money
will be added to Financial Aid
programs. The university will also
provide additional counseling for
those who need assistance with
financial planning.
Rose stressed that the midsemester tuition hike is
preposterous. He advised that
"students have got to make their
voices heard."
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DorID dwellers debate deity
by John Doherty
The men of Lord Hall are sick
to death of 1yihg in their darkened'
bedrooms all alone, searching
their souls in silence, asking
. themselves, "Isthereagod,damn
it?"
: La~t night, while neighboring
dorm·-rats laundered their
underwear and told attractive
members of the opposite sex
interesting lies about themselves,
the residents of Lord decided to
sit down, lay out the evidence on
both :sides and decide once and
for all if th_ere was a Supreme

Being.·
A group of twenty would-be
theologians assembled in the
downstairs Hall Director's
apartment and the Heaven and
Heathen battled it out. ·
"I think anyone who believes
in God is flawed," one resident
told the group . '~ Beqmse if you
, put faith in ~od~ you' re sacrificing
· the-abilHyto reason you were born
'. with.· You're putting faith above
: your reason." .
"The only proof I have for the
· · existence of God is what has
: 'happened in ·
life since I've
·found Ch'rist," •claimea. another
'' res'ident.
· Den'1:H'.s Paden; Lord · Hall
· resident Ditectot organized the
debate. He brought in Tim
Schuman ,a Michigan Tech grad
and seven-year worker on the
Campus Crusade for Christ, to

my

take the affirmative. Paden
himself took the position that
there is no God.
"We work like hell, we live·
like hell ·and we play like ·hell;
becasue we know . there is n:o
tommorow," claimed Paden in·
his opening remarks. "We live as
if there is no God, because there is
no God."

Paden, who held that it is
nearly impossible to prove a
universal negative, attempted to
show how God i~ ~ri invention of

man. ,

~'We live in a scientific age.
Science offers · no evidence to
supportaGo~. ltdoesoffertheories
about the creation of the Universe,
like the B'ig Bang theory and
I

'

<

J
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~

evolution.
"Man out of fear created God.
The idea of a God gave man
control. God is a tool to control
men. Rome accepted Christianity
to get people to work. 'God' tells
people 'Don't worry about this
world', you'll die and go to
heaven."
"Hum ans have an innate
longing for ultimate signifigance,"
said Tim Schuman. "And there
can be no such thing as ultimate
signifigance if there is nothing
outside the Universe.
"Science tells us that there is a
cause for every effect. But there
cannot be an infinite number of
ca uses. Atheists claim the uni verse
was caused by nothing. It just
isn't logical. "
The fact that science cannot
prove a God was one of Paden's
principal arguments. Schuman
just rolled up his sleeves and used
science aginst Paden. He quoted
from many top scientists their
strong beliefs in God.
After a hearty ten minute
exchnge, Paden opened it up to
the minds and mouths of the
residents.
One resident asked the ageold question of the existence of
evil.
"Why · would a god allow
rapists and stuff?"
Schuman
fired
back,
unduanted ( really, it was like that.

•

:·CQnsu~er prices rise .

B1;1~get·Offi¢e exce~d·s ·

·_- by:~ sharp 1.1%

power 'in blocking rules

·Washington (AP) - Heavily affected by harsh early-winter
weather, consumer prices soared 1.1 percent in January,
the biggest monthly advance in more than seven years, the
Labor Department reported yesterday. The increase in the
Consumer Price Index was at the upper edge of the range
of •expectations, and analysts said it appeared to
extinguished any remaining chance that the Federal Reserve
Board would seek further cuts in interests rates anytime
soon.

Exxon to renew
Alaska cleanup
Anchorage - The Exxon Corporation has agreed to return
to the beaches fouled by the Exxon Valdez spill no later
than May 1 and resume cleanup operations in Prince
William Sound and the Gulf of Alaska. The decision,
announced here Tuesday night by Rear Adm. Davis
Ciancaglini of the Coast Guard at a meeting of Federal,
state and Exxon officials, put to rest the question of whether
the company would fight the state over whether more
work was needed to repair the effects of the nation's worst
oil spilt

) "Humans are a free moral entity
- we can choose between good
and evil."
In a show of hands before the
debate, a small majority of the
attendants leaned toward
believing in God. Forty-five
minutes later, the numbers were a
still even.
"I'm not trying to change
anybody's mind," said Paden. "
We try to get people to figure out
whattheystand for and whatthey
don't. College is about the free
exchange of ideas - it's the last
place you can do it. "
It's the philosophy of the
Verbal Workout- Paden style.
Verbal workouts take place once
a week.
"We've debated affimitive
action, the KKK, flag burning,
everything," said Paden. "I try to
get people to think."
And think they did. In an
easy forty-five ·minute slot
between their rearrangirrg those
still uncracked books on their
shelves and the BruinsBlackHa wks game, Lord residents
poked around in eternity.

Washington - Dealing an unexpected blow to the
deregulatory · efforts of the Reagan and Bush
administrations, the Supreme Court ruled yesterday that
the white House budget office lacked statutory authority to
block certain regulations issued by other federal agencies.
The Court held that the White House agency, the Office of
Management and Budget, -overstepped its authority two
years ago when it disapproved parts of a labor Department
regulation requirement nearly all employers to warn their
workers about the prospect of exposure to hazardous
substances on the job.

Foundationsp~nsors
anti-drug effort
Princeton, N .J. - Fifteen localities in the United States have
been selected for a new initiative to curb alcohol and drug
abuse, financed by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
of Princeton, N .j. The foundation will spend $27 million
over five years, the largest sum from any single private
source to combat substance abuse. Each of the 15
communities, selected from 331 applicants, is to develop a
program intended to reduce demand for alcohol and illegal
drugs among local residents. They include the cities of
New Haven and Worcester, Mass., and six urban locations.
Rural communities include an area of northwestern New
Mexico that covers portions of the Navajo and Zuni
reservations.
1

Boston clash
on Mandela
Boston (AP) - The acting president of Boston University
has criticized the superintendent of the Chelsea public
schools, which the university supervises, for using Nelson
Mandela as a role model for the Chelsea students. "Nelson
Mandela is not someone who should be held up as an
heroic example of patient commitment to a good cause,"
the officiaJ, Jon Westling, wrote in a Feb. 8 letter to the
superintendent, Diana Lam. Mr. Westling said Mr.
Mandela, the African National Congress leader, "could
have sided with the advocates of freedom and democracy
and of the nonviolent abolition of apartheid," .:-ut instead
-had "thrown in his lot with killers."

Decision due March 1
oil Seabrook·issue
Concord, N.H. (AP)-The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
announced Tuesday that it would decide on March 1
whether to license the Seabrooknuclear power plant, setting
the stage for a legal battle. · The commission is expected.to
approve the licensing, and the challenges to such a decision
are considered certain. Ron Sher, a spokesman for the
plant, said preparations for full-power operation would
begin immediately after a license was issued. He !?aid it
would take two to three months for the plant to reach .full-· ,
power operation, although it could produce a small amount
of electricity within a month. · ·
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Students debate
Greeks' worth
· By Kerri Fortier
"If you live· in a sorority or within the system.
Spartichino disagreed,
fraternity, you may as well start
packing" read UNH Debate saying that the reason the Greeks
Society flyers posted throughout are so easily targeted is because
campus last week. Mondaynight's they are not good for the
debate, "Should UNH abo_lish the community. He said that the
Greek system?" received a large community service projects the
student turnout, with a majority Greeks participate in do not
outweigh the damage they do to
of the audience being Greek.
The debaters painted two society.
Gamble quoted national
pictures of a typical Greek. Mike
Desmarais(SigmaAlphaEpsilon), sdtistics that "eight out of every
and Al Dobron (Pi Kappa Alpha) l0gangrapesoccurinfraternities."
defined a Greek as a successful He said that the damage done to
lead.e r who is a responsible, these women can not be repaid
mature, community-loving adult. with community service.
And in the other corner, non- Spartichino added that a majority
Greek st4dents Andrew Gamble of these problems are due to the
and Randy Spartichino described attitudes created within the
the typical Greek as a sexist, beer fraternity. He also felt that
drinking, unintelligent, immoral, fraternities teach men to avoid
women as equals.
and destructive college student.
Gamble said that very little
The UNH Debate Society has no
point system, and victors are not has changed within the Greek
declared after the debate. Due to system. ''There are still date and
the overwhelming number of gang rapes, alcohol abuse, and
Greeks in the audience, the hazing," he said. D o b r o n
favoring opinion was that the countered that attack, saying that
Greek system should remain on Greeks have made a lot of
campus, although many agreed improvements in the past few
the system should be restructured. years.
The Interfraternity Council
Gamble and Spartichino
argued that the Greek system is has created new policies that are
not a healthy environment for the now in effect, Dobron said. He
UNH community. On the other added that many new programs,
side, Desmarais and Dobron said such as comprehensive pledge
that Greeks are the future leaders programs on alcohol and rape
of ~he country and that th~ Greek . awareness. have been created to
involvement within the UNH help improve the Greek system's
Gamble and
image.
programs support this theory.
Criticism of the Greek system Spartichino said that even though
has been ongoing throughout the the Greek system says it will make
history of UNH. Desmarais said changes, the tradition is too strong
that the university needs someone to fully change the system. In
as their scapegoat. "We never hear order to prevent future problems,
aboutthe non-Greek students who _ drastic changes need to occur

throw a party and get in trouble.
The Greeks are an easy target,"
Desmarais said.
Dobron continued, "The
mistakes the Greek system makes
are very visible." He felt that no
one wants to recognize any
changes the Greeks have made

Student leaders question
UNH senate's validity

.
By Birger Dahl
Four student senate members and leasing techniques is currently
As a possible solution, Prats
argued the abolition qf their own in the works thanks to the senate's presented his. opponents with a
organization in a deb_ate sponspred. · efforts. Thesenatehasalsocreated new structure of s.t udent
by the UNH Debate Socie,ty self-defenseprogramsinresponse government for UNH : Three
,
yesterday afternoon.
torec~ntsexualassaults, provided committees would exist: a
Commuter senator Wally free legal services to students and commuter committee of 32
Keniston called the student senate org~nized the campus transit and members, a Greek committee
"a rubber stamp." He explained shuttle programs.
made up of the 18 Greek
that the body did nothing else but
Keniston argued that the presidents, and a residence hall
approve what the administration Executive Council of the student committee made up of the 25
presented and that "when they senate dictates the actions of the residence hall presidents.
buck the administration they iose whole senate. The Executive ·
• Representatives frpm each of
because they have no power."
Council,madetipofall theofficers the three groups would meet _a s a
Keniston called the senate and ·chairpersons on senate, can student council, making decisions
"closed and clubby" after _the act in thenameofthewholesenate more effectively than a large
debate, and added that these without its approval, he said.
group, Prats said. Any decision
characteristics- make the senate
Later, Danny Prats, also made by the council could be
"stagnant." Much of Keniston's arguing for the abolition of the ·overturned by a referendum vote
argument in the debate was based · Senate, said that only the Executive by the student body.
Ted Grimbilas, speaking in
within each house, "not just on the idea that senate mempers Council members speak in general
their
on
work
little
very
perform
of the student senate1 told
favor
Senators
other
the
anq
assembly
cosmetically, but also internally,"
as
senate
the
that
and
committees
·he didn't see how his
that
Prats
lead.
their
follow
they said.
Elek responded by saying that system would work any better
'The foundation of the system - a whole accomplishes close to
the Executive Committee can not than the present one. Elek argued
does not work," Gamble stated. nothing.
the
that
complained
Keniston
make a decision without the that Prats' system would be less
The best solution is to abolish the
senate had not done enough to approval of the entire senate. She effective because it wouldn't have
GREEK DEBATE, PAGE 9 stop the tuition hike which also added that many decisions committees that could place
occurred this semester. "A brave made by the Executive Committee students all through the university
student government would have are changed in senate meetings 7
system. Without this, students
taken it to court on legal grounds,
Prats brought up the lack of would lose a hand in affecting-the
and there are legal grounds," student involvement, not only system, she said.
Keniston said.
Grimbilas concluded that,
with students in senate, but also
Ann Marie Elek, an executive students voting for senate , although the senate is not · a
officer on the senate, spoke in favor repres-e ritatives. Last year, 10 perfectly structured body, th~re
of keeping the student governing percent of the commuter s4ould be attempts to improve'.it,
·
body. She presented a long list of population, which makes up one instead of abolishing it. Grimbqas
of the state Legislative session. His the senate's accomplishments in half of the entire student said abolishing the senate wo~ld
candidacy, though, has an the past year in response to population, voted for their be abolishing a way for studer:its
interesting twist. He's running as Keniston' s remarks.
senators. Only 30 percent of all to be active and to voice their
a ReP-ublican.
Elek announced that a book students bothered to vote, Prats · concerns to the administration.
In a dramatic move, Weddle which describes local · landlords said~
used Lincoln's birthday to switch
When 20 percent of country matured when we saw
parties in preparation for his should adopt a ''National HarmCongressionalbid,explainingthat ReciuctionPolicy," focusing on the Americans use drugs, Weddle ourfam_ily,neighbors,andfriends
"Lincoln is t he Republican I most kinds of drug use that do the most argues, "Doesn't it make sense to carted home in coffins; we'll see ·
admire." According to Weddle, damage to society, and have the Food and Drug the same kind of maturing when
the party change is necessary minimizing that damage through Administration looking out for we see our family, neighbors, and
their safety instead of some thug?" friends being carted_off to jail."
because of the stranglehold the education and regulation. •
We don't have enough prison
When viewed from a public Also, the revenues generated from
Republican Party has on New
Hampshirepolitics,and "thedrug health perspective, Weddle thinks regulating and taxing drugs could space now, he says, hc;>w can we
legalization issue can only be that legalization and government be used to pay for education and fit 40 million drug users. "Even
. now, the courts are ordering
addressedbythepartymostable regulation make sense. He points treatment of addiction, he says.
Weddle is extremely critical prisoners to be released because
to the recent story in New York
to effect change."
Weddle thinks the nation where police discovered a large of the drug czar, William. Bennett, there isn't enough room." Not
. needs to view the drug problem in amount of cocaine being stored and his policy of enforcement and only · is the 'Enforcement and
more practical public health terms. amidst barrels of hazardous waste. incarceration. "We' re spendin,g all Incarceration' policy bankrupting
"We'll never be able to eradicate "What would have happened if our money, throwing people in the criminal justice system,
the use of drugs," he says. "We that got out to the public? Do you jail, and Bennett has cut funding Weddle points out, it has caused a
need to cut down the abuse of really think that a criminal has the for drug education." Referring to
WEDDLE, PAGE 9
drugs." He thinks the nation best interest of the pub lie in mind?" the Vietnam War, he warns, "Our

Weddle to run
for US House
By Robert Hogan
"Prohibition (of alcohol) has
about as much chance of being
repealedasahummingbirdflying
to the moon with the Washington
Monuinent tied to its back."
So said Texas Senator
Sheppard in 1927. Six years later,
prohibition was repealed; and in
the view of state Representative
Michael Weddle of Portsmouth,
the time has come to look at the
prohibition of illegal drugs.
Weddle, a self-termed
progressive Democrat, is so
seriousaboutthedruglegalization
issue, that not only h-as ·he
proposed legislation in the state
L~gislature to study drug
legalization, but he's running for
Congress on the issue. Weddle
says he will formally announce
his candidacy for New
Hampshire's First District
Congressional seat after the close

Dan Prats and Wally Keniston prepare arguments as Anne Marie Elek speaks (Jen Flad, photo).
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·Japan to give tax
be.n efits for aid in US

Pretoria's Hit
Squads revealed

Israelse-e s US -human
rights report 1 - sided

Tokyo (AP)- Worried about mounting hostility
to Japan's huge investments jn the U.S., the Japanese
Government has offered Japanese companies a large
tax deduction if they give money to hospitals, schools
and philanthropic activities here, according to
Government officials. Japan has made ~no formal
announcement of the move, but it was discussed at
length during a highly unusually meeting of300 of the
country's top business executives, who were summoned
by the Foreign Ministry last Friday.

Johannesburg - Defense Minister Magnus A. Malan
since 1987 knew of a secret "hit squad" made up of police
officers that was used to kill opponents of apartheid, a
leading South African newspaper reported yesterday. The
report in The Stqr ofJohannesburg, drew a link between the
Government and the current and former policemen,
including whites and blacks, who were said to have carried
out the political killings. Human rights observers suspect
such hit squads were responsible for more than 75 political
killings and disappearances since 1977.

Jerusalem - The Israeli Government yesterday
criticized a State Department report accusing· the
military here of abusing Arab liuman rights, saying
that the report failed to make clear that the army's
actions were in response to Palestinian violence. The
American report was made public the day a similar
butmore·was released bya Palestinian1egal-aid society
here~ Both reports said more Palestinians were killed
by Israeli troops in 1989 than in 1988. ,

Havel's plea:
help Soviets

Arabs still hostile
towards Iran

. · Washington · - President Vaclav Havel of
Czechoslovakia told a joint meeting in Congress
ye~terday t~at the best way the United States could aid
his country as well the rest of Europe was by helping
theSovietUnionnavigatethe"immenselycomplicated"
road to democracy. The sooner and the more peacefully
the Soviet Union begins to move toward real political
pluralism and a market economy, Mr. Havel added,
"f:he ~ter_it w.ill,~ notj.us,t for Czechs and Slovaks, but
fo; the ~hole world."

Manama, Bahrain (AP) - Nineteen months after the
Iran-Iraq war ended, the Teherail Government is still viewed
as a clear threat by several Arab oil-producing countries in
this region. The strong hostility felt by Arab-Governments
toward the re:volutionary Islamic Government ofTeheran
has been a stumbling block in the way of improving
diplomatic relations. · Saudi Arabia has none with Iran,
while Kuwait and .Bahrain are m~>Ving slowly to upgrade
their diplomatic ties to ambassadorial level. Iraq is still
technically at \Var with Iran>, , ,
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Excavations reveal
fall of Jericho
Jericho - After years of doubt among·
archaeologists , a new analysis of excavations has
yielded a wide range of evidence supporting the biblical
account about the fall of Jericho. A study of ceramic
remnan~s, royal scarabs, carbon-14 dating, seismic
activity in the region and even some ruins of tumbled
walls produced what is being called impressive
evidence that the city was destroyed in the Late Bronze
Age, about 1400 B.C. The prevailing view among
scholars has been thatthecitywasdestroyed some 150
years earlier and thus did not exist at the time of the
Isr"elite invasion, which is believed to- have occurred
no earliE!r than 1400 B.C.

~

The American Friend

Bruno Ganz plays an ordinary Hamburg artisan who is employed as an assasin through the manipulation of a
mysterious American (Dennis Hopper).
$1

NOTICE. : As Spike Lee will be appearing at UNH on Sunday Feb. 25, The American Friend will play on:
Students* MONDAY 7:00 and 9:30
STRAFFORD Rm., MUB · * $2Nori-Students

*
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Homeless find a friend
By Linda Hyatt
EveryThursdaythe residents which are then sold to the public Through the shelter they are given_
of My Friend's Place, a shelter for Monday through Wednesday food and a temporary home.
the homeless in Dover, wait. They from 11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. In
By Friday morning the
know that tonight they don't have addition to preparing the food, entrees sent over the day before
toeatOodlesofNoodlesorpeanut · students supervise peers and learn are usually gone, leaving only ·
leftover containers of homemade
butter and jelly sandwiches for to price the items.
Three weeks ago Dave soup to be eaten while on the run
dinner. Instead they can expect a
·
balanced meal donated by Stacey's O'Brien, instructor of food service over the weekend.
kitchen, a restaurant at the managem~nt, began donating the
"The meals are great!" said
Thompson School of Applied leftovers generated from Stacey's · Mark, a resident of the shelter.
kitchen to My Friend's Place in
"They're a great help around
Sciences.
"It's like Christmas every . Dover. The reaction from the here. Last week I had lamb tips
with cherry tomatoes and sour
week," said Cathy Levy, assistant shelter has been a positive one.
"It is a treat for the residents cream, it was delicious," said
director of My-Friend's Place.
Stacey's kitchen is r~n by to get a variety of dishes for a meal Mark.
"I don't like to waste food,"
seniors majoring in food service rather than just a hot dog," said
said O'Brien, ''Not when it can
management. Through the lab, Levy.
Over two-thirds of the make a difference in someone
stu'tients learn to prepare entrees,
vegetables, soups, and de~serts residents of My Friend's Place are else's life."
without food stamps or jobs.

AP.A RTMENTS FOR RENT
-STUDIO and ONE BEDROOMS
-1st MONrH RENT FREE
Quiet country setting conveniently _
located near downtown Dover.

-~
*laundry facility
*wall-to-wall carpeting
I W::1
·
■
*outdoor carpeting
. .
~no pets please
CRICKET BROOK APARTMENTS · ,
93 Henry Law Avenue
Dover, NH
742-3234

.

FRJDAY, FEU~UARY 23

LAST DAY TO: drop or change to audit ($25 per course late fee
continues to appiy). for undergraduates to carry more than 20
credits without a surcharge. for graduate students to carry more
than 16 credits without a surcharge.

BRAZILIAN CARNA VAL - A get-together for students, staff and
faculty interested in Brazilian culture. Join in Brazilian fun, dance
the samba and lambada, participate in a costume contest. Room 210,
McConnell, 7 to 11 p.m., $2.

MACROBIOTIC LECTURE- "Working Through Change Naturally
Through Macrobiotics." .William Spear, internationally renown
macrobiotic teacher & counselor. Sponsored by GAIA. Senate/
Merrimack Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m., $5.
RESIDENCE HALLS ACTIVITIES - "Drink Out." Upper Quad, 8
p.m. to midnight .

I

.:
I

'
:'
I

:
'
'
:

RENOVATION
SALE!

RESIDENCE HALLS ACTIVITIES - Niche Coffee House, featuring
Harvey Reid with Andy Happle opening, 8 p.m.

Save m_oney now
so you can spend
:
: it when we get our
'
'
new stuff.
I

:'

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24

I

TECHNICAL JOB FAIR - CANCELLED

I

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

MACRO POLO 89 MARKET ST.
WHOLLY MACRO 33 CERES ST.
: MACRO WORLD 93 MARKET ST.
PORTSMOUTH

GYMNASTICS - vs. Northeastern w UC-Berkley .. Field House, 1.
-:, -. .
,
p.m:·

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 25 .

I
I

.

MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Providence. Snively Arena, 7 p.m

I
I

)

Got a list of Complaints?
Write a letter to the
Editor.

LECTURE- "Rap Session" with Spike Lee, controversial film maker.
Sponsored by MUSO. Granite State Room, MUB, 7 p.m., $5 students,
$10 general. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office.

MONDAY,:FEBRUARY 26
'

SLIDE LECTURE - Boston Globe photogra-p.her for the past 15 years,
Janet Knott. Paul Creative Arts Center, Room 218, 4:00 p.m.

TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES - Howard Alden Trio, featuring Dan
Barrett. Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office
and at door.

STRAFFORD PLACE
STUDIO ROOMS F.OR RENT
Renovated and Furnished
All Rooms with Kitchenettes
Only a few rooms left. Call -868-2192 for information.

LECTURE - "Harmonic Mappings in the Plane," (fir.st of a series of
three) by Peter Duren, University of Michigan math professor . .
Sponsored by Alumni of the College of Engineering and Physical
Sciences. Room M227, Kingsbury, 4_p.m.
I

DISCUSSION - Leaders, radicals and free speech. Learn how to
raise controversial issues and become a better leader and public
speak~r. Sponsored by UNH Debate Society. Senate Room, MUB,
·
7:30 p.m.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27

WOMEN'S1STUDIES VIDEO SERIES- "Rate It X." Documentary on
the exploitation of women in advertising. Hillsborough/Sullivan
Room, MUB, 12:30-2 p.m.

UNH. THEATER & DANCE/UNH OPERA WORKSHOP - "Die
Fledermaus," by Johann Strauss, English Version, Carol Luca Burns,
dir~cting; .Kf!thleen Wilson Spillane, musical direction. Johnson
Theater, 7 p.m. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office, 86.2-2290.

1,0-14 Strafford Avenue,, Durham, Ne~ Hampshire 036

FILM - "Nicaragua For the First Time." A short video on the 1984
Nicaraguan elections. Cheshire Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m., free.

'

'
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Spike Lee is coming to campus. How do you feel abounh e fact
that only 600 people can attend?

,"I -think Spike Lee·should be free!"

'
~:

.• : t • ·,

~~\.. '1 ....... ; .-:

"I was really just pissed that I didn't
'_'Only 600 people? I'm glad that it's
, get a ticket."
.
. sold out, but of course I didn't get a
·.·· ticket." · ,
'

."Well, I am really bummed 1::>ec:ause I ·
wasdyingtogoseehim butlunderstan~ .
the difficulty organizations have in
sched 1:1ling." ·
· ·· · ·

·:i ,: ~ \,; :- .~ .

:; ' · Alex1Boros · ' : ·
· Junior · ·
French

-r : ·,. ·•-·"

·· · · -

Geoff Hoffman'
··' Freshman
English

· ,,, Ishi .Biltd~tt .
." J unio{ ; ,·
·_. 1 , ,": ,-·
English/Journalism . ,. .: ,,,. ., _·

~,(

.

'

. Alan Peterson
S9phn19re
,: Uncie~lared

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
-------~------------------
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ACADEMIC

UROP SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS: Students who have a
3.2 g. p.a. and are not graduating 'i n May o.r-Sept.
are invited to apply for a UROP Summer undergraduate Research Fellowship to pursue a research project full-time for nine weeks during the
. summer. Information and appli~ations: UROP
Office, Hood House, Room 209, Ext. 4323. Deadline is Friday, March 16.

URQP UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH
AWARDS: Students ·who wish to pursue a research project and receive a,stipend or support to
defray research should contact the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program for information. Applications and guidelines in Room
209, Hood House. D~adline is.March 16.

■

l:l

l:l

■

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

NEED TO GET
A MESSAGE

■

••••

WORSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP: Sponsored by
United Campus Ministry.. Join .u s on Sunday,
Febrttary J-5 at Waysmeet Prptestant Student ·.
CenterAat 7 p.m.
-' ·

we1·1,

IlHL

OUT TO THE

For
advertising
information:

MEMBERSf)IP DRIVE: Interested in the invest-,
ment challenge mock stock market game? Trips
to places like NYC? Investment lectures? Join in
the UNH Investment Group. Informatfon:
McConnell Main Entrance or Room 5, McCon. n~l_l, }Ved11rsday, February 28, lO a.in. t9 2,p 1mc-" :
. ... ··, ..
M'.ember~htp fee: $25 for semester.

PHISH CONCERT: Sponsored by UNH Earth
Day Coalition. Wednesday, March 7, Granite
State Room, MUB, 8 p.m. Tickets $7 at MUB
:T!~;k t,~fi;,~!;:! ;~::~ ·;: .,~:-~~:~-~'.

•

l:

is the best
place to start!
(603) 862-1323

Room 110B
Memorial Union
Building
Durham, NH 03824

.~~--!'!'!'!'!'!!!'!'!'!!'!'!!!'!'!'!'!'!!!'!'!'!'!'!!'!'!'!'!'!!'!'!'!!'!'!!!'!'!'!'!'!!!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!!!'!'!'!!'!'!!!'!'!'!'!'!!!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!!!'!'!'!'!'!!!'!'!'!'!'!---!!'!'!'!!'!'!~···

•,

ll

-DRINK OUT: With mocktail breathlizer. Friday, February 23, ,Pit Lounge, Randall Hall, 8
·a.m. t.o 12:30 p.m .(Breat~lizer, noon to 1 p.m.)

ON-LINE: .. Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Hotiine,
862-3922. Sunday - Thursday, 5-10 p.m. and
Tuesdays, 6-lffp.m.

--------

COFFEE HOUSE FOR GAYS, LESBIANS & BISEXUALS: Sundays, Room 20IA,, ,c;:01.1fere_Il:ce
-Room, Health Service Center, 4-7 p.m.

EATING DISORDERS: Monday, Februa-ry 26,
Main Lounge, Alexander Hall, 7 p.m.
ia:

'~~~~-r·,-;·~ ·:~~-··_:~~ ~.. :·,_:~ /L-ESBIAN '.stfPPORTfoRo:up;:::;;;sd;~t :.,

ECUMENICAL ASH WEDNESDAY SERVICE:
Service.celebr~ted by UNH Chaplains on Wed._
nesday, Februa·ry28, Strafford Room, Ml)B~ 12:10
tolp.m.
·
· _,
~'.

LITTLE ROYAL LIVESTOCk SHOW:; Spon- ·"
sored by Animal Science Club. Sign-up sheets .
available in the MUB, Barton Hall' and Kendall.
Show·a bee,f, dairy, horse, or sheep. No experience necessary.

Conference Room, Health Service· Center, 8-9
p.m.

'if ·

MEETING~.

. SAI.LINGT¥A¥:QR,GA~ff\TION~LME~T-~ ,,
-;ING: Find·out aboutthe Sailip.g'Tearn'. Wednesday, February: 28; Room·~9, Ml1B, ?;P.-til: •. -, ., i
·

.f

~•

•

..,.

r'

,. ..,.

2

ci

.:;i,.

.. ·

.~}, l--

MARINE MAMMAL STRANDING ,TEAM,,
MEETING: To discuss sub-groups, T-shirts,
and upcoming guest lecturer.
members,
welcome. Thu_rsday, March 1.,Room·l~, Spauld- _
ing Life Sciences, 7 p~m. .
' • '; : ~ '·.. ·' .:

'New

\

\

\

·=:;:·

New Hampshire

?
•

,

,

::;:
l:

PEACE CORPS INFORMATION TABLE:
Recruiters and volunteers will be available to
provide informatfon and answer questions.
Monday, February 26, Table #1, MUB, 10 a.m. to·
1 p.m.
I

GENERAL

By Michael Guil~ault . _.· _ ' \ \ .: . _ _
..... .
/
Lisa Ann Carpenter., UNH \ causes for AZ to show service,
·,~ eniorandchancelloroftheAlpha a,lthough the competition was ·
::Zeta (AZ) honor fraternity, was to~gh between three great
therecentrecipientof a prestigious con~n~ers."
:nationalscholarshipsponsoredby . . ~cording to Morris, the
;~the fraternity.
_
s~holars~p is _based on academ~c
Oneofonlyfourteen winners performarce, involvement in
'nationwide, Carpenter faced stiff activities, leadership ability, and
:competition from both the local personal \llaracter. These
~~ranite chapter the 64 others characteristics ~ut Carpenter on
;~cross the nation.
,
top in a close coTpetition within
:'""f~?c:P,r!fffig•;Jtf''.:V?.C'~r:fd\i&.'--·tt1fo-Ci-aiifr~hil'pt~~;"sai~i~J\~lS: ·.i;c' ::
)J~rris~ ~ni~r fa~ulty-advisor fo-·· :.'Thisisawellknownnational
. the fraternity and the one schola~hip, and I feel privileged
·• responsible
Carpe.n ter's _a nd honored to have received it,"
, nomination
to
nati~nal said Carpenter, "this is a
competition, Carpenter was scholarship you 91.n. put on a
1· chosen
for her ·selfless resume," , · ·
-... \ ».;.c- , \
involvement with the fraternity
_Acc~rdin~- t_
6·· Carp~~ter,
and her dedication to commupity grades alone are ~ot the onl}i<ey ·
to successfully winning $e
·service.
Morris said that in addition scholarship. "Grades are a b'ig
to her work as a teaching. ·and help, ·but I don't think I would
research assistant in her Animal have received theawardiflhadn't ,
Science/ Pre-vet major, Carpenter · taken on· positions of leadership
has foun4 tirrieto assist with many and .· extracurricular activities," \
AZacti'Vitiesduring her three-year said Carpenter.
membership.
·
, ·
AccordingtoMorris,AZisan
Whileholdingseveraloffi~es honor fraternity which was
·in -. AZ, Carpenter has helped chartered at UNH in 1903 by John
arrange whale watches, foliage · C. Kendall. It currently has 6Q
,cruises, and ski trips for the · actjve chapters nationwide.
fraternity,and was a vital part of ;Membership in AZ is honorary,
this year's Thank!i'giving and by invi-tation, and is open only to
Christmas food -drives for the th~ top 25 percent of students in
poor, said Morris.
theirrespectiveclass;accordingto
The award was ~orris: "AZ provides a forum for
well-deserved according to ·studentsfromdifferentdisciplines
Morris. "Lisa has been to get together and find out how
instrumental in terms of finding they're related," said Morri~.

~:i•: ............
;:;
ro;,=--------~
:::
,,.

THE COMMUTER CONNECTION: Going to
Florida? Going to Portsmouth? Need a ride or
offering a ride? Check the Rideboard at the
Commuter /Transfer Center, Room 136, MUB.
For traveling in NH or to Alaska.

HEALTH

A.nima SaencefPre'."Vet ma1or Lisa Ann Carpenter was recogn~!~
for her academic,achievements (Jen Flad, photo).

UNltwoman one
of fqurt~en to win ,
nationat ,award ,
t

Award winning film "Let It Begin Here," will be
shown and recruiters will be available to answer
questions. Tuesday, February 27, Room 9.A, u.:
brary, 7-9 p.m.

I,
I

II

t

PARENTS! ALUMNI!
FR·IE·NOS OF UNH!
K~ep . yours_e lf in touch.with campus events!

.Subscribe to
'THE NEW HAMPSIRE
(Del,i vered straight to you 2 times weekly!)

,~~-'-=--------..

$18/ setnester

Roon1 11 OB,. MUB
Durham, NH 03824
(603) 862~1323 , ,
,

I
•.

I
1

Il,...,..,..,..,...,.,...,..,,..,..,_..,..,..,..,......,...,.,..,..,..,...,..,..,..,.,....,...,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,.,...,.,...,..,.AW..,.A
____ , ,', ,.
I
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HEY BUDDYI
Here's Your ·

Picture Personal ! Pumping Hard
By Kim Armstrong
The total workout.
Sweat trickles down the side of my forehead. Pain gushes through my shoulders as I lie flat
on my back.
Hulk Hogen lets out a grunt next to me as the 200-pound weight lifts over his head. I shrink
back to my own bar (with no weights on it by the way) and pray to Cod that this new found
exercise doesn't kill me.
"Can I have a spot?" I ask Hulk timidly, dreading the fact that the bar is going to come
barrelling down bn my chest. He muscles his way over, one arm equal to the size.of my legs put
together. Now I'm intimidated.
"I'm new at this. Free weights, I mean. I really only need a spot on the third set. I should
be OK."
Yeah, right.
As I lie looking up at the cement ceiling, I try to think of the things I'm supposed to be
concentrating on. Good form, good body position, not dropping the weight, not making a fool
of myself. It doesn't work. Hulk hovers over me, his huge hands resting on the bar, waiting for
my arms to weaken and my strength to give way to pain. I clench, my teeth and hope that
number 12 comes soon. Not soon enough. Hulk grabs th~ bar at number nine, encouraging me
that I can do three more.
"Come on, one more."
"Just one more."
"Last one, this is it."
Yeah, right.
Next. to Hulk I feel like a peanut, just waiting for a precious barbell to crack my head open.
Enough with the flat bench, I'm moving to legs.
Now,lconsidermylegsfairlystrong,definitelystrongerthanmyupperbody.Istrutdown
to the legs department determined to look like a pro.
Yeah, right.
I thought 90 pounds for the leg press was a lot. My Mr. Muscle trainer who had.put me on
my free weight program insisted that it wasn't. I reached toward the stand to lift the 45-pound
weight-on to the machine. The next thing I know, the weight is smothering my left foot and
pounding pain is gushing throughout my bone. Yes, Lhad managed to drop the weight on my
foot. Brilliant move. I should definitely go into competition. I could show them all how you
really drop a weight. I glance around to make sure no one has seen me and grit my teeth to suck
up the pain (my lower lip still has teeth marks in it). I try to gracefully limp to the women's locker
room to see the damage. Of course it's black and swollen. But I'm half way through my
workout. I can't stop now. I still have to do biceps.
When you look at the flat bar, it looks so light and feathery. How heavy can one little bar
be? Especially where all these huge pulping men put tons and tons of weights on the end.
Determination .. .if they can do it, I can.
Yeah, right.
My biceps are still as little as they'll ever be, probably because I can hardly do any more
than five reps to make a set. Bag the biceps, stairs are next.
Now this is a beaµtiful thing. After you've grunted and groaned and torn a~l your muscles
to shreds so you feel like_a huge bowl of spagetti, you get to do a cardiovascular workout. This
takes off the pounds. So long as you don't trip too many times. Yes, trip. The st~ir machine is
a deadly machine and attempts to snag your little feet as they walk up the revolving stairs. The
lever on the right dares you to be a little cocky and crank up the speed. I'm guliable, what can
I say.
Too much speed maybe hazardous to your health. And embarrassing to your ego. Once
again, after I scrape my spagetti legs off the stairs (which are still moving by the way. You have
to be really smart to think ofturning the lever to off while your trying to do a graceful stair trip),
I glance around to see if anyone has seen me. If they did, I don't want to know.
Enough sweat and pain. I'm thirsty. As I stand behind Hulk II, I wonder to myself why I'm
putting my body through this. Granted these guys look great, but I don't know if it's worth
killing myself over. But then I remember I got the semester special and $99 of my precious
money is invested in this splendid relaxing hobby. Plus summer's beaches are sneaking up. ·
As Hulk II steps away from the bubbler, he looks down at me.and smiles. I sheepishly smile
back and slurp at the wet water. Maybe it won't be that bad after all.
Yeah, right.

Kim Armstrong, Sports Editor for The New Hampshire, would like to dedicate this story to all of
those wfw pump hard.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS I
Distributorships, Dealerships,
Money making opportunities,
Franchises, & Mail order.

I got it at

The
New Hampshire rm.110B MUB

(ONLY $10)

March 4 at ,:L) L) l'.\t .
- John!--on Tlwater .
Pau l Crl'at in· Arh Ll'ntd

UNH, Durham, i',;.H.
GL'm'ra l aJmi~~i'o n: S1,'JL)
GNH studenh, L·mplun-L'!-,, ;du mni.
anJ !-,enior!-,: Sf>,L)L)

Re~en·atiun~: K62-22LJL) ·
Dinner Thl'ater Pack.igL·!\iew England CL'ntl'r Rl'!--t.iur;mt

U N I V E R S I T Y ( ) I·· \i E \I\'
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••
Clip & Save
•
:
C&J TRAILWAYS
: ••
••
I \~Hl'.d \\'l'. NEW BUS SCHEDULE
l:' 11
I
1
2
1 l,·2-' 'ri-~ l'
Dl;HIIAM
f/ 1s ,1 ~;
I, •
•
I
LOGAN AIRPORT- DOWNTOW!\ BOST<)\
1·
•
••
I N.E.tENTER & DOWNTOWN BUS SHELTEH
I
I Southbound
I
•

r~------~~-~--------, .,
11,,

I
I

I

LV-N EC

6:10 s:10
11:10
1:10

LV-DOWNTOWt',;
6:1 s
s:1s
11:1s
1:1s

AR-LOG
8:os
10:00
1:00
3:oo

,\l~-11( )~ .
)-1.:J()

I
I

I
3:35
· -I
3:to
3:ts
s:oo
s:to
I
s:10
s:15
1~00
7:30
I
7:20
7:25
9:10
9:30
9:20CD
9:25(1;
ll:30rL11:15 ·1
I
I.
Northbound
I
AR -D URHAM
LV-LOG
LV-BOS
I
10:55
8:50'
9:00
I
12:55
11:00
10:50
2:30
12:30
12:20
I
4:00
1:50'
2:00
I
5:00
3:00
2:50
I
6:10
4:10
3:55
7:10
5:10
4:55
I
8:10
6:10
6:00
I
9:10
7:10
7:00
I
10:30
8:30
8:20
12:00
10:00
-9:50
I
uo,
11:300)
ll:20CD
I
C&J TRAILWAYS I
Bold Type = PM Departures
I
Bus Stops at:
CD Operates Fri , & Sun. Only
I
1. N.E. Center
Call us for information!
2. Downtown Durham
I
(603) 742 -5111, 742 -2990
Bus She lter
I
10::2:1
1:2s

•
•
••
•
•
••
·Details, send $2.00 to:
_
•
TICKE.TS AVAILABLE FROM DRIVER & YOUNGS REST:\U ln ~T
1._
NATIONAL MARKETING COMPANY,
L
•
-•
BOX 3006, BOSTON, MA. 02130
•
•
1■11111 ■■ ••····································

-- ------------------...
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:G REE.K DEBATE

continued front page 3
system, he added.
Desmarais and Dobron said
that abolishing the system would
be the easy way out. They said the
Greeks need to work on the system
together in order to make
1mprovements and that abolishing
the system is not the right answer.
Many students agreed that
abolishing the Greek system is not
the answer. "The Greek system
definitely provides tons of
opportunities. IftheGreeksystem
is abolished it takes away from
the University," said Chi Omega

sister, Erin Foley.
Non-Greek student, Nancy
Dennett, also agreed. · ''There is
probably a future for the Greek
system because of the traditions
involved," she said.
There were no conclusions or
resolutions made as to the fate of
the Greek system. Arthur Cady, a
non-Greek student, summarized
the debate by saying, ''There is a
future for the Greek system if they
take steps to create an awaren.ess
of the probl~ms."

We're.
turning
overa
new
leaf in
the
woods.

an
himself
considers
environmental activist, in fact his
·campaign headquarters will be at
an auto recycling site to emphasize
his commitment to recycling and
environmental action.
He claims to have "helped set
the table of awar eness" on
Affordable· Housing in the state
legislature. He formed the first
legislative seminar on AIDS. He's
been arrested at the gate of the
Seabrook nuclear _' power plant
during a protest, and he was one
of five co-sponsors of a legislative
bill to honor Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. If he gets to Congress he
would seek to be on committees
involving housing and Health and
Human Services.
He plans to spend much of
his time on the UNH campus, at
campaign events such as coffee
houses (he is a guitarist), artd
protests of the mid-semester
tuition hike.
the
.emphasizes
He
student
of
importance
involvement in his campaign
claiming common interests, and
pointing to the fact that with so
many Republican candidates in
the race, the threshold percentage
needed to win is very low.
"Were I to capture the ·
Republicannominatio n,".Weddle
says, "America would have to ask
'Why is it that a progressive
Democrat could switch parties six
months before an election and win
the Republican nomination while
campaigning on the issue of
legalizing drugs?'."

Fri,Sat,Sun Mat 1:15,3:CXl

All Dogs Go To

'Ifie WizardPG

Heaven

Fri. Sat & Sun Mat 4:20, Eves 7:CXl, 9:05

~i~~~~~);i
■

internal affairs ·

_______

R
h _R_i_·c_h_a_r_d_ G_e _r e_ _
w_i _t .,

Fri, Sat & Sun Mat 4:40 Fri. Sat & Sun
Mat4:30, All Eves 8:45
Eves 6:50, 9:CXl

Steel
Magnolias

always

with
R Richard Dreyfuss PG

Fri, Sat & Sun Mat 12:30, 2:30, All Eves 6:45

lfil®@I;! U@ Ulm@ lf[Y]U[Y]O'@ ~~

In our wine bar, you c·an sample fine wines
by the glass from the most varied wine list
in the state. Sip your favorite beeror cocktail. Or nibble on tempting hors d'oeuvres
and sandwiches.

.s

.

t

restaurant and wine bar
At
15

Center
England
New
the
Strafford Avenue, Durham, NH

(Resume Writing Tip

I

Do you need an .o bjective1
Probably not hecau:-.;e if \'OU ;ire li'kL' most <..\mdid~tll.'S \·ou
do not know the exact title of the joh you arc pursuin.g.
Therefore, the tend.ency is to \Hite ~m ol)jccti\·c tint is far
too general. Avoid trite phrases like ''challenging position" and "growth potential." They ukc up <..Tuci~tl
space in \:\-·hich ym·1 could c.lescrihc your qualifications .
Challenge yourself to \Hite a meaningful ohjecti\·c in· fin·
words or less naming a spL'Cific job or industr\'. If \'OLI
·
·
can do i1 then you can use it.

UNH Resume Service
Printing Service, HewittHall
(located behind .UNH Bookstore) . .
862-1984

·

Fri, Sat & Sun
Mat 12:40, 2:30

Walk into the woods and you'll discover
a new seasonal menu, a terrific Sunday
Brunch (named Best Brunch in New
Hampshire by New Hampshire Profiles
magazine!), .and delicious Sunset Specials,
served from 5:30-6:30 p.m.

So turn over a new leaf, and come see us
often. For reservations, ~all (60'3) 862-2815.

WEDDLE
continued from page 3
shift to move dangerous drugs.
Over the past twenty years,
drug smugglers have looked to
reducing the size of their payloads
to avoid detection. "They've
moved from the b~lkiermarijuana
to things like cocaine and harder
drugs that are easier to conceal.
I've never heard of anyone
overdosing on marijuana." Not
so for the more potent drugs. The
result has been an increase in price
for marijuana and a virtual
decrease in price for the most
dangerous and addictive
substances. "Where is the sense
in that?" he asks.
On Pre~ident Bush's recent
treaty with Columbia, Weddle
criticizes, "When you arrest a
street dealer, another ;Help
Wanted' sign goes up. When you
eliminate one country as a source,
the manufacturer just moves
,somewhere else. The only thing
George Bush has done by signing
this treaty, is to violate the
National Paperwork Reduction
Act."
When asked what form of
regulation should take place
Weddle says that the first step is
to do a "how-to study'' and then
determine the method for
regulation and legalization.
While Weddle has left the
_Democratic Party behind, h~ has
not abandoned his progressive
view~. Some of the issues he
includes as important to his
campaign are the environment,
choice, affordable housing and
AIDS.
Weddle is pro-choice. He

The award-winning restaurant at the New
England Center now has a new name:
the woods.
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Kourag eous gets mixed review s
Some cite efficiency, others lack of privacy
By John Doherty
In the first of a series of articles
examining the current student
housing situation in Durham, The
New Hampshire looks at several of
the downtown properties rented by
Lou Kourageous.
Many of the Durham
properties available to students
and their landlords have
mystiques and reputations as
renowned as UNH' s fraternities
or Durham's downtown bars.
The apartments of Lou
Kourageous, nestled between
Glory Daze and gasoline alley on
the outskirts of downtown
Durham, areas well-known as any
fixture in Durham. But there are
widelyvaryingopinio nsastohow
well those apartments are run.
Bess Franzosa and Harper
Ingram, who live at 19 Main Street
( popularly known as Red Towers)
wholeheartedly endorse their
apartment.
"We love it a lot," said
Franzosa. "It's a great location.
Everyone gets their own bedroom
( 3 bedrooms) ."
Ingram and Franzosa have no
complaints about their landlord,
who lives in Maine.
"He ( Kourageous) has always

been really good to us, " said apology that he was checking
Franzosa. "Whenever we've had frozen pipes.
a problem, he' sal ways come down
"I don't know," said McArdle,
himself."
who lives on an upper floor. "All
"He's a pretty good landlord," the baseboard heating is on the
said Ingram. "He's really efficient first floor."
and doesn't complain."
Many residents also claim
Holly Huntington, who lives Kourageous will not rent to males,
in 18 Main Street, shares her and in fact no male tenants of
apartment with five other women. Kourageous, past or present, could
It's great,"said Huntington. be located.
"We pay $310 a month and it's all
''The laws of this country and
furnished and that includes bills." the laws of this state prevent
According to Huntington, they landlords from discriminating. I
have three bedrooms and two full do not discriminate," said
baths.
Kourageous, who did not care to
Kourageous would not · comment pn the lack of male
confirm if this was the average tenants.
rent for his apartments, nor would
A 39 Main Street Kourageous
he disclose exactly which tenant also complained that many
properties he owned.
of Kourageous' regulations were
Red Towers resident Dana strict.
McArdle is not so complimentary
"No men can be in the
of Kourageous.
apartment after 12:00 midnight,"
McArdle claims she had said the female tenant, who wished
problems with Kourageous when to remain anonymous. "He also
he entered her apartment at 3:30 has an 18% late charge for rent,
a.m. over Christmas break .
which is too high. "
"I woke up out of a dead sleep
The Commuter Transfer
because the door thrashed open," Center collects reviews of
said McArdle.
landlords from past and present
Kourageous left the apartment tenants which are available for
and later explained in a letter of interested students.
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applications to UNH has dropped
off in the last two years; dropping
as much asl5% this yearover last.
Krauss cites the decrease in
the number of high school seniors
as one reason for a decrease.
"I'm absolutely convinced
there will be a smaller student
body here by 1995 - below
10,000."
Whatever the eventual
turnout of the University
population status, a ppartments in
Durham
are
becoming
increasingly rare and increasingly
valuable.
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DURHAM HOUSING, continue~ from page 1
Durham Town Council's students to other towns."
approval of a new zoning
Housing in Durham is one of
ordinace.
the top priorities for the Student
Apartments in this area . Senate, according to Senator
generally have waiting lists as long NancyValerio. Majorincreasesin
as twenty people, according to the costs of housing and the loss of
residents.
many students to surrounding
"It's pretty terrible," said towns like Newmarket and Dover
Coudert. "fhere' s such a shortage are the expected repercussions of
as it is. You have to get on a the ordinance.
waiting list in November for the
The only sign of relief from
following year."
the housing drought is the
"It ( the new ordinance ) is a prediction that the population of
real shame for students," said the school will drop. John Krauss,
senior Bess Franzosa who lives at director of Institutional Research
18 Main street, "It's going to mean reported that the number of
bigger hassles and it'll send

I

I
I

MASTER
BARTENDER
SCHOOL
........................................
.............

84 Main Street
Newmarket. N.H. 03857

I
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We're worried abOut the wrong drug
mithin

the last month, the tobacco giant R. J
Reynolds has unveiled pathetic plans for marketing two
new brands of cigarettes. One is aimed at young, bluecollar women who like to go to tractor-pull contests with
their boyfriends, according to the company's consumer
profile, and the other is aimed primarily at blacks, who on
the average smoke more than whites, according to recent
studies. The company, by trying to introduce these products, seems to be saying, "Ah. We've found people who
have the potential to get hooked. Let's push them into
dying from smoking our brand, rather than the competito.rs' ." Both proposals have been lambasted by the public.
And the company's three-year-old ads for Camel cigarettes, which feature a rich, cool cartoon camel character
who somehow attracts gorgeous human females, have
been criticized tremendously as being geared toward kids,
most recently by New York City's Consumer Affairs
Commissioner Mark Green. As Green wrote in a letter
quoted in The New York Times, "Who watches and talks
about cartoon characters, kids or adults?" R.J. Reynolds

has got a problem.
Their problem centers around this basic factthey kill off all their best customers. They are always
desperately scrounging for new markets to ease'into, because their old markets get severely depleted by deaths.
Their plans now target the less-educated, because studies
show that the less schooling you have, the more likely you
are to get hooked on cigarettes. But as a result, they've
come under heavy attack for trying to hood wink those
who are easily hoodwinked.
The United States has a problem, as well. Cigarette smoking costs this country $52 billion per year in
health expenses or time lost from work, according to a
recent federal estimate. According to Sen. Edward Kennedy, 1,000Americansdieeverydayfromsmoking-caused
diseases. The tobacco industry spends 'over $6.9 million a
day in advertising.
Pres. Bush has been vigorously pushing his war
on drugs, and has even made a trip to Colombia to bring his
vision thing across in person. He wants the Colombians, as
well as the Peruvians and the Bolivians, to stop growing

coca plants, because when those plants are processed into
cocaine, they tempt us weak Americans, and we get addicted to them. But what about our own farmers growing
a crop far deadlier than cocaine? Cocaine deaths are paltry
compared to the enormous number of people killed by
t9bacco.
But you don't hear the president going into a
tobacco farmer' s field and telling him that he's got to grow
some other crop, because tobacco is eating away at us.
Instead, the government helps out tobacco farmers and
eagerly pushes them into new markets overseas, markets
that abound with healthy bodies waiting to be destroyed.
R.J. Reynolds knows it produces products that
"when used as intended cause death," as Secretc1ry of
Health and Human Services Louis W. Sullivan put it, and
yet still tries to spread the product to more and more
people. That's appalling, but somewhat expected.
But the U.S. Government is a different story. We
expect much more from them. If Bush is serious about the
'war on drugs,' he should end his hypocrisy and acknowledge that the real war has nothing to do with Colombia.

•
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Pregnancy is
rewarding

To the Editor:
The "message" in your
1-26-90 editorial is that "abortion
is a viable alternative for an unintentionally pregnant woman," but
the painful fact so scrupulously
avoided is that the abortion kills
her child. This isn't a qu~stion of
a woman's life ys. a fetal life; it's
more a question of a woman's lifestyle vs. a tender, innocent human
being who will be fatally seared or_
dismembered without even the
humane gesture of anesthetic.
The woman's lifestyle, of
course, is worth our care and support. Being unintentionally pregnant is surely not fun - devastating in some cases. Having tried
both promiscuity and abstinence,
I've found that the latter provides
a much more rewarding lifestyle;
not to mention guaranteed contraception. Unless your name is Mary
and you're destined to bear the
Savior of mankind. Even in this
case, enduring the hardship of an
untimely pregnancy and birth will
prove more rewarding in the long
run than abortion.

both depicted in his strip.
What is even more infuriating is that this kind of blatant
ignorance appears in a college
newspaper, representing an institution of higher learning.
In the future we suggest
to Mr. Krebs that he restrict his
comics to his realm ofcom prehension.
Kathleen McCarthy
Julie Clemons

Sylvia Plath
analogy bad

To the Editor:
We are writing regarding the review of Marge Piercy,
"One Way to Rock the House"
that appeared in the February 9,
1990 edition of The New Hampshire. This review was written by
John Doherty. Doherty chose to
use as his opening line, "She's like
Sylvia Plath who's had good sex."
If his intention ,was to use "shock
value" to attract the attention of
his audience it was a sad ploy. On
the contrary, we found his remark
to be offensive and unnecessary.
It indicates a misunderstanding of
Kit West
Piercy' s work, as well as a disrespect for her achievements, and
by extension, for the achievements
of women in whatever chosen
form. Doherty' s use of the sexual
metaphor is unsupported and
unparalleled through the article
To the Editor:
This is in response to Kurt and we are left wondering just
Krebs' sexist, slanderous, (comic what about Marge Piercy is like
?) strip "Superguy'', published in Sylvia Plath with good sex. This is
the February 20th issue of the New not clarified, but what becomes
immediately clear is the reduction
Hampshire.
Kreb' s stereotypical of Marge Piercy from a valued
views that the women involved in and influential artist to just anWomen's Studies classes are irra- other woman in heat.
May we suggest to
tional-militant-bitches who hate
men is appalling to those who-_ Doherty that he re-examine his
study and participate in women's journalistic principles, as well as
to dare him to explore the study of
issues.
The Women's Studies women and feminism in hopes of
program at U.N.H. neither pro- dispelling the "staunch, anti-male
motes female superiority nor man feminism" myths to which he rebashing of any kind, ,which were fers. Perhaps then he will be more

"Superguy'' is
appalling

capable of writing a responsible
and educated review of contemporary women artists.
Christi Mitchell
Colleen O'Brian
Michelle M. DeVivo
Dawn Zimmer
Jennifer Leahy
Katleen Brown
Cathryn Adamsky
Donna K. Witham
Nan Sincero
Kirsten Jean Heinz
Sophie Aikman
Nancy P. Turner
Michele Kirschbaum
Neko Siff
Sandra Marston Coffey
Jennifer W. Ginway

It's time we
all recycle
To the Editor:
How long can we afford
to remain inactive? How long can
we bum and bury our waste before it becomes an environmental
and economic liability? How
much time do we have left?
In 1988, the university
disposed of 2267 tons of waste.
Most of it was burned in the incinerator here on campus. What
couldn't be burned or what was
overflow was transported to a
nearby landfill for burial. None of
the waste was recycled. As a
community of so-called educated
people, we have been irresponsible in the disposal of our garbage.
Considering that it costs
the university fifty dollars pertonof waste for disposal, the wastestream here at UNH has enormous
recycling potential. Presently,
there are various materials that
could be taken out of the trash and
recycled at a considerable savings
to the university. For example,
approximately 384 tons of corrugated cardboard from UNH was
delivered to the Lamprey incinerator at an approximate cost of
$19,200. Other materials, includ-

ing glass, paper, plastic and aluminum, could be recycled, lowering the overall disposal costs for
the university as well as reducing
the burden on the environment.
Oneeffortoncampushas
the administration and students
working together to remove aluminum from the waste-stream.
$3,000 were allocated by the university for the purchase of barrels
to be placed in all residence halls
and academic buildings. And a
student volunteer effort, Students
for University Recycling, is responsible for removing the cans
from the buildings on a weekly
basis. Over $1,000 has been raised
by the program and it will continue to generate funds over the
course of spring semester. But,
essential for the program's success is student body participation
- in the form of proper disposal
of aluminum cans into recycling
barrels (when they are finally

delivered).
Wedon'thavetobuyinto
our culture's socialization of helplessness. This is exactly the kind
of societal problem in which the
individual can make a difference.
We all have choices to make. We
can send messages to the manufacturers in terms they will understand. We can refuse to buy products with ingredients or packaging that will be harmful to the
environment. And we can promote recycling efforts by only
buying products that have been
recycled (paper for instance), or
that have recyclable packaging.
The choice is ours. ~Will we "Do
the right thing?"
If you would like more
information about recycling please
call 862-4646.
Brian Graves
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What is the right thing?
by Renee Bogin
Bs

white people we are the powers that
be. White supremacy is the foundation for
American society. And I don't mean that we' re
ruled by the KKK or by a similar evil. The real
people in this country have (hopefully) strong
enough defenses against such useless hatred,
but most of us are not as immune to the more
subtle forms of racism. I'm worried about the
whites who loudly profess, "I love my brothers
and sisters, no matter what color they are!" but
do nothing except claim their own piety and
thereby revoke their responsibility; their responsibility to what goes on and their responsibility to stop it. Since the power is in our hands,
we are supporting it by allowing it to continue;
as does the majority of white America.
Two weeks ago Spike Lee's Do the Right
Thing was shown at the MUB. This movie has
led to various discussions from which I have
· learned of the many students with their heads
in the sand. People were trying so hard to be
moved by this movie, that they missed the
crucial points. When Radio died as a result of
police brutality, we were so proud to sympathize. Why? This incident was such an extreme
expression of evil and hatred that we could only
approve if we were equally as evil. Yet still we
were proud.

On the other hand, we breathed sighs of
relief when Mookie, Radio, and Buggin' Out
were displayed as antagonists. Here's where
people were really misled. Sure these three
guys acted unreasonably, but society hadn't
exactly shown them what is reasonable when it
come to race relations.
And how many of us left the theater
praising the heroic Sal? We were so thankful to
have a righteous white man. Sal, a hero? His
heroic deed was to treat the people who put
money in his pocket with a little respect.
Furthermore, as a white man, Sal was not an
OBVIOUS victim of white supremacy, and was
naturally less bitter. He had no reason to cause
trouble. As for heroes, the only heroes I noticed
in that movie died over twenty years ago: Dr.
martin Luther King Jr. and Malcom X. How can
any but a rare few do the right thing, when we
are all victims of society, and the foundation of
society is white supremacy?
White supremacy is to blame for the
chaos that occurred in Do the Right Thing.
White supremacy is to blame for the botching
actions of Mookie, Radio, and Buggin'Out.
White supremacy is to blame for the conditions
of the ghettos, let alone for the very existence of
ghettos. No I don't support reverse prejudice,

although the ground are more apparent. And I
don't think we should still be dwelling on slavery. But we should be focusing on the racial
turmoil occurring right now. As whites, we
can't ever understand what it's like to be black;
whether we grow up in the heart of the New
York City ghetto, or in some backwoods New
Hampshire town. So let's stop claiming to and
let's even stop trying! Once we abolish racism,
we won't need to understand our cultural differences, because we'll be equal regardless.
I have already stated, that as white
people, we are the power of America. Regardless of our prejudices or lack there *******of. And
by denying our affiliation with that power we
are allowing it to continue and to build up. We
must assume our moral responsibilities as
Americans and as human beings to create an
egalitarian nation. The first step is to acknowledge our power which feeds on ignorance. The
second step is to use that power which feeds in
ignorance. The second step is to use that power
to destroy itself. Once we reject it, it will begin
to fade away. Then all of America can work to~
gether and force racism into extinction. I say to
you REMOVE THE POWERS THAT BE!

Renee Bogin is a freshman at UNH.
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Cartoons or articles. Just do it. ·
Bring your submissions to room 151 in the MUB--in the Forum editor's box. Please include
name and phone number for verification. NO ANONYMOUS ARTICLES WILL BE PRINTED.
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Did You Watch?- Do You Know?
The Gramm ys Are Three Hours Of Wild Surpris es

By Marc Mamigonian
Before getting down to
another endlessly overplayed
serious business, I would just like
-tune;
Gloria Estefan performed a
to point out something of
song
that
sounded just like all of
relevance to us all. KISS is back in
her other songs; Bono lookalike
the top 40! It has been over ten
Don "Out On the Road Today I
years, ten long, lonely years since
Saw a Deadhead Sticker On a
"I Was Made For Loving You"
Cadillac" Henley performed the
wandered onto the charts .at the
tail end of the disco era. Way to · title track from his overrated End
of the Innocence record; in a rare
go, guys!
appropriate pairing, boring,
More importantly, however,
nondescript, pseudo-soul sin.ger
we have more awards! More self
Michael Bolton sang with insipid,
congratulations in the music biz
nondescript,
pseudo-jazz saxgeek
(do they give awards for best
Kenny G. (at least he has the
-awards show?). Yes, the Gramdecency not to use his last· name,
mys. The Grammys are not quite
thus protecting his family); former
on the same idiocy level with the
genius
Miles Davis played one of
American Music A wards, but
his disappointing latter day,
then, with the possible exception
meandering compositions; Bette
of people who watch My Two
Midler belted out "Wind Beneath
Dads and enjoy it, what is ? But I
My
Wings" from the fulsome
digress. The trend in the GramBeaches.
mys seems towards lots of live
As for the awards themselves,
performances with a few a wards
they
were relatively uneventful,
sandwiched in between.
rewarding
mediocrity whenever
The show opened with Billy
possible. Michael Bolton won Best
Joel singing "We Didn't Start the
Pop Male Vocal for "How Am I
Fire." Are w~ all painfully tired of
.
_
S
];!pposed To li,ive W,ithout You,"
that song? Repeat after m e,
"Yessssssssss!" Other performers . i:/ question no one needs to ask
about Bolton himself. Ronstad t
included the following: Linda
and Neville took the Best Pop Duo
Rondstad t dueting with Aaron
or Group award for their duet.
Neville on "Don't Know Much;"
Milli Van:illi picked up the Best
a nice song, although Neville and
New
Artist award, which means
his brothers' talents are much
they
might
just be the new Aha!
better featured on ·last year's
Bonnie Raitt cleaned up; Best Rock
wonderful Yellow Moon album;
Vocal, Female, Album of the Year,
Milli Vanilli, proving that black
and Best Pop Vocal, Female. The
German disco is not dead, bopped
T!aveling
Wilburys took home
through "Girl You Know It's
the
Best
Rock
Duo or Group
True"; Bonnie Raitt rocked "Nick
award. Uber-schlockmeisterDave
of Time"; Fine Young Cannibals,
Grusin took home the Best
led by Al Jolson wannabe Roland
Instrumental
Soundtrack A ward
Gift, sang "She Drives Me Crazy,"

for his work onFabulous Baker Boys,
which starred the lovely, lovely
Michelle Pfeifer. Henley was
awarded with the Best Rock Vocal,
Male. Song of the Year and Record·
of the Year went to Bette Midler' s
"Wi:ri.d Beneath My Wings," proof
a plenty that schlock rules
supreme.
Career Achievement A wards
were presented to Paul
McCartney, Miles Davis, and
Dick Clark. Meryl Streep, who
looked great, oozed on about how
much Paul meant to her, and Paul
came out and hammed it up. Dick
Clark was his usual genuine, wellpreserved self. Miles Davis, the
only performer I know who speaks
less than Dylan, accepted his
award from former bandmate
Herbie Hancock, an appropriate
pres~nter, since the last time Miles
was making great music was back
. whenHerbiewasinhisb and,sorne
20+ years ago . . Well, enough
Grarnrnys, already.
Spike Lee is coming. Tickets
are sold out, gone, kaput, but he
will be here Sunday night. Read
all about it next Tuesday.
I rPalize that this will mean
something to about three people,
but British director Michae l
Powell died this week. Powell
was the imaginative director of
The Red Shoes, Stairway To Heaven,
Black Narcissus, and other classics
of the 1940's and 1950's.
That's about all for this week.
More Oscar talk will have to wait
until later. Bless you all, and keep
the mail coming.

It's lovely Michelle again. Hey, her movie's got good tunes.
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By

Sean Carroll

As Stephen King said a
few years back, "I have seen the
future of horror and its name is
CliveBarker. " Kingprobably said
this around the same time he realized one his latest blockbusters
was about evil clowns. Or, maybe
now that "Maximum Overdrive"
is out, he's kicking himself for
giving Barker the plug, because
there is no doubt that his predic"'
tion is coming true, and with a
vengeance. Barker's latest movie,
Nightbreed, based on his bestselling
Cabal, helps to fulfill the prophecy.
Nightbreed is the tale of
Boone, a troubled young man who
learns in analysis that he just might
have a side unknown to himself,
that of a vicious mass murderer.
Understanda bly chagrined, he
tries to kill himself. When his
attempt fails, he wakes up in a
hospital ward with a freak named
Narcisse who tells him about a
place where all the old monsters,
called the Nightbreed, have gone to
live ' in their underground city,
Midian. Boone searches this
mysteriouspl aceinCanada, which
is luckily not well-hidden; it only
takes him about two minutes of
screen time to find it. Every local
except the cops knows abouf it.
He is closely followed by his girlfriend Lori who refuses to give up

on him, and his creepy psychiatrist
Dr. Dec:ker. The rest of the story is
their short and ultimately apocalyptic visit to Midian.
The main players are a bit
1"etter than the average horror
movie cast, a defirute plus. The
acting potential is low in this movie,
which is mainly spectacle, but Craig
Sheffer is good as Boo·n e, and
roughly handsome when he isn't
transformed into various other
forms. Anne Bobby is not so good
as Lori, but then the writing for her
character is a bit one- dimensional:
the only function of her existence is
to find Boone, and stir up trouble
for the monsters. The really surprising casting in this movie is
David Cronenberg as Decker, the
Psychiatrist with wee, tiny sanity
troubles of his own. That's right,
director David "The Fly~ Dead
Ringers, Scanners, etc" Cronenberg. He proves in the movie that
being talented in one aspect of film
doesn't mean you are talented in
another. I think the idea was that
he . would play Decker as
softspokenly sinister . . He comes
across more like a valium 0.0 .. He
should really stick to direc_ting, ·
where he has real talent.
The overall movie is several steps up from the average
slasher. It's not a formt1:la picture,

although this whole idea of monsters as protagonists is getting
popular again. Look at the bestselling Anne Rice Vampire se
ries. But it's still an interesting
twist, anc;i there is a bonus double
twist of masked human psycho
stalking the more fantastic
Nightbreed, who are a weird assortment of shapeshifter~ mutants
-etc. Barker consciously plays with
the idea of what a horror film
should be.
The real problem is that
he doesn't seem to know himself.
He wants to make the Night breed
sympathetic so he cuts out a lot of
the really nasty stuff. In the fifties
tradition, you see a lot of imminent gore, and the aftereffects etc.
While there are plenty of stabbin gs,
real spatter aficianadoes will be
disappointed by not actually witnessing every single evisceration.
Sadly, he doesn't really give much
in exchange. In the book, Barker
lets us see into the minds of his
characters oncein a while. In the
film he is so concerned with
crunching all the "spectacular"
shots of the underground city
Midian and its inhabitants that he
crunches most everything else out.
It's better than most of its kind,
but coming from "the future of
horror," the film doesn't live up to
its own hype.
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For The Love Of An Exquisite CorpSe
. By Sean Carroll
Siouxsie and the Banshees fans! There is a new album
out that you will probablyhaveto
hear. No, it's not exactly a new
Banshees album. Their Peepshow
album of last year will be tough to
follow up. After putting out a .
string of mediocre and only relatively successful albums for a
while, Siouxsie and the Banshees
are ~isely not jumping right into
their next album. But while albums like Peepshow are worth
waiting for, what's a Siouxsie fan
to do? They answer has been in
the stores for a mont,hortwo now,
on the _air right here at our very
own WUNH, and even on (gasp)
MTV. The album in question is
Boomerang, the latest disc by the
Creatures, the very occasional
side project of Siouxsie and her
fellow Banshee, multitalented percussionist Budgie who joined the
Banshees around 1980, when Cure
singer Robert Smith was also a
temporary Banshee.
The Creatures haven't
made an appearance since their
1983 fiasco Feast, a Hawaiian and
LSD influenced project full of
m,arimba and island choirs. Obsessed fans of Siouxsie may own
this· album, as it is .iinteresting in
its own bizarre way. By all accounts few others did unfortunately. Luckily while the Feast
was a bit of a nightmare, Boomerang is a dream.
Anyone who has followed Siouxsie's (and later,
Budgie's) musical gro~th from
her days in London punk bands
with Sid Viscious on drums(!) up
until the sublime Peepshow will

have no trouble believing the
incredible growth the Creatures
have made since Feast. Siouxsie
has mastered herdeep,darkvoice,
which was once strident and abrasive. These days she is the most
important part of the mix, a mysterious gothic voice that draws
you into the songs.
While Siouxsie is the
du.o's main drawing power, the
music has also reached a maturity
· · that, if anything, surpasses Peepshow. While The Creatures don't
abandon their their carribean influences, theyexpand their sound
tremedo,usly, bringing in blues,
_jazz, oriental sounds (like a shamisen, maybe?) gothic horror and
only occasionally something that
sounds like an acid flashback.
Most interesting on this alb~m
are the latin sounds they have
stolen, incorporating ocassional
bursts of brassy trombone and
_saxaphone. It seeins the ambience of the recording location,
Cadiz, Spain seeped into the final
mix, and it is a Welcome addition.
They tie all these eclectic influences together in a semiambient
format that is brilliant at either
background levels or tremendous
decibels.
While Sio-qxsie' s voiceisJ
ins-trument in .
right,
-she is more than just a pretty
sound. Her lyrics are much more;
a characteristic mix of beauty and
terror, a sort of musical Exquisite
Corpse. Their dark poetry iends
the album a thoughful depth.
What more is there to say? If I
keep going on I'll start to gush.
You get the .idea; it's an album
that simply must be heard.

~an

Here's Siouxsie minus a Banshee or two

its own

Yo-Let's,, Take a Trip To Flint
Roger and Me Derives Entertainment From Other's Misery
By Marc Mamigonian
Michael Moore's Roger
and Me is a muckraking masterpiece of sorts. The documentary
· film was made over the course of
several years, finally receiving a
wide distribution, and now, all of
a sudden, Michael Moore is on
every talk show in the country.
Rather odd, considering the natl.ire of the film; it is a more than·
slightly satirical look at the desperate straits the city of Flint,
Michigan has been in since General Motors laid off some 30,000
auto workers and Moore's own
attempts to meet GM chief exec
Roger Smith, the Rogerof the title.Roger and Me is a tremendously effective film. Moore
draws you into an America that
-is, quite frankly, embarassing.
America, land of kitsch. How to

cure a depressed city like Flint?
Bring in Flint's favorite son Bob
"Newlywed Game" Eubanks to
rally the plebeia~s at the country
fair: Doesn't work? · How about
Anita Bryant singing "Put Your
Hand In the Hand of the Man
From Galilee?" No? Why not
build a multi-million dollar luxury hotel, a po\h waterfront shopping and dining center, and a
mega-million dollar theme p~rk
("Autoworld") in an attempt to
jumpstarttheeconomy? No? You
say the prisons are getting too full
of former auto workers/current
convicts? Why no.t build a new
prison and help raise money to
pay for it by having a "spend the
night in jail" party for wealthy
Flint residents? Sounds great.
Roger and Me plays like

a 90 minute version of the David
Letterman sketches where he goes
someplace silly with a film crew
and makes everybody look foolish, including himself, at times. Much has been made of the liberties Moore took with chronology
and facts, but their are more obvious problems. Roger and Me is a
piece of propaganda, and like the .
man says, propaganda all is
phony. Moore is very good at
stacking the deck; crosscutting
· between Christmas eve evictions
in Flint and Roger Smith exuding
feel-good-about-America smarm.
The problem is that Smith is too
easy a scapegoat- you know, the
old "let's pick on the mean old
capitalist" scenario. I'm not saying that Smith isn't a weasel for
pulling up stakes in Flint in order

to exploit the cheap Mexican labor (''You know capitalism is _
above the law /It don't count
unless it_sells/When it costs too
much to build it at home/You
just build it cheaper some place
else"). However, Smith doesn't
dictate economic trends any more
than Moore does. Hey, we're all
guilty, okay?
Ostensibly, Moore's
purpose in making the film was
to make known the sorry situation in Flint. However, I often
got the impression that he was
more concerned with putting
people down. There is one particularly disturbing sequence where Moore visits a woman
who sells rabbits for pets or for
meat. We see, in disgusting detail (although I closed my eyes for

a while) the woman bash the poor
bunny (funny sunny bunny!) on
the head and skin it. Now, is the
point to show that desperate
people will do what they need to
do· to survive or simply to put
down this pathetic, ignorant,
grotesque person? Maybe both?
It is difficult to determine who is more loathsome,the
GM weasels or the unemployed
workers. If w~ are meant to feel
equal contempt for both, then
what is the point? On the other
hand, the film is certainly very
entertaining. However, if the
point, then, is to derive entertainment from other peoples' misery,
then Roger and Me is, despite its
undeniable effectiveness, as low
as the hated Roger Smith.
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Car Audio-Nakami chi Amp PA-200
60W with cable. 2 Boston Acoustics
Speakers 175W. Sport antennae. New
$400+, sell for $30. 868-6239

WIN A VACATION OR BIG SCREEN
TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN
Heliox Diving Mask 17B. Like new! JUST10DAYS!!! Objective: Fundraiser
Greatf~r recreation or business diving. Commitment: Minimal Money: Raise
Asking $900- original price $1400. Call S1,400Cost: Zero Investment Campus
(603) 679-5549
organizations, clubs, frats, sororities
- call OCMC: 1 (800) 932-0528/ 1 (800)
950-8472, ext. 10
Excellent condition SUBARU
Best1984GL-10
ON.
STATIONWAG
in area, with spotless interior, no rtist. Need something, but don't know what
Most options. $3295 firm. 868-5122.
office at UNH can help you? Contact
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE,
Room 208, Huddleston Hall, 862~2050.

CAR STEREO EQUALIZER/P OWER
BOOSTER. 50 watts and nine bands
of+/-12dbboo st~t. only$50! Call
Eric at 743-3325

Rooms for rent in farm setting within
walkingdistanc eofUNH. Reasonable
rent. 868-7419.

Skis: Kastle RX-12 with Solomon 747
Bindings. Good condition & 203 cm
in length. Only$150.00 Contact Tuck
at A TO or stop by; #862-4720. ·

ATTENTION: STEREO BUFFS,
ADCOM GFA 555 HIGH CURRENT
POWER AMPLIFIER 100W CHEAP.
CALL RAND AT 868-1916

Toyota Corolla 1980inspectabl eneeds
work dn rusty door. Best Offer.
Chrysler Plymouth scamp 1976 good
for parts slant 6 engine in good shape
Best Offer. 868-1646

FOR SALE: STEREO EQUIPMENT
SPEAKERS: POLK .M7'S 100W $400
POWER AMP: NIKKO ALPHA II
200W PER CHANNEL $400, CALL
ANDY 749-6761

FOR SALE: 1979 OLDS CUTLASS
EXCELLENT
WAGON.
CONDITION INSIDE& OUT. RUNS
CREA T & HAS NEW BRAKES,
EXHAUST, STEERING BOX. 1
WELL
VERY
OWNER.
MAINTAINED AND RELIABLE.
FULL ALPINE STEREO SYSTEM.
ASKING $1600 '.. W/STERE0$1 200W /OUT CALL ALAN AT 862-7299.

FORSALE-198 0VWRABBIT; 90,000
MILES; $400 CALL 659-2721

FOR SALE: Ladies off white CB ski
jacket and silver/ grey ski pan ts, both
size medium. Used five times max,
look new $75 for both or $50jacket $35
pants call 868-5222 after 4 p.m.

Executive :Ranch for rent in
Somersworth (20 min. from UNH)
3BR, 2 Bath, 2 car garage, Fully
applianced, Fireplaced living room,
full dry basement. No smokers; Prefer
older (mature) Grad. students/ faculty.
$900/Mo. plus.utilities. Can (603) 7420529, Evenings.
Newmarket 2 bedroom. First floor,
country location full bath, laundrette,
oil heat, panelled, plenty of parking;
inexpensive utilities. No pets, security
deposit, short or long term lease
available. ,603-659-2655

MAKE $1,000's WEEKLY. EARN
$500.00 FOR EVERY 100 ENVELOPES
STUFFED!! SENDSLEF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO: "EASY
MONEY" P.OBOX64899 CHICAGO,
IL. 60664-0899

Have the holidays left your pockets
empty? If so, we have part-time jobs
_available. Call 743-3261 for details.

In a rut? Why not go on exchange to
one of 90 other campuses in the
Contact STUDENT
country?
DEVELOPME NT OFFICE, 208 ,
Huddleston Hall, 862-2050.

Do you know ways to meet foreign
Contact STUDENT
students?
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, Room 208
Huddleston Hall, 862-2050.
Confu~ed, need help? Not sure where
Contact STUDENT
to turn?
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, Room 208
Huddleston Hall; 862-2050.
FINANCIALA IDGUARANTE ED! If
we can't get you financial aid, we will
send you a $100.00 U.S. savings bond!
(603) 357-9966.

South Berwick, 2 bedroom,-5 rooms.
2nd Floor. ·Large yard, off-street
parking. Pets & kids okay. Faculty/
Staff preferred. Available April 1.
$485/month +utilities. (603)-778-9617
Evenings & weekends.
STOP PAYING RENT!!! INVEST FOR
NEXT SE~ESTER! _ FOR SALE, 3
bedroom ranch, 1.1 miles from UNH.
Asking $119,000. Call 603-938-2027.

NEWMARKET2 Bedroom. Thirdfloor
- with porch, parking, launderette,
panelled, carpeted, full bath, includes
1980 Honda Wagon. WeU-kept, runs · hot water, and low heat costs due to
great! 89,000 mi. Am/Fm cassette, · top floor. No pets, security deposit,
new exhaust system + more. $1,300 or
short or long term lease available. 603B.O. Karen 749-6376
.
659-2655

Fox Run Moll
Newington , NH
431-4355

and
Embro idery
Wholesa le Pricing
Wearable s - Buttons
Pens - Stickers - Etc

.91.rtist on Staff

ATTENTION - GOVERNMEN T
Need a~place to live... this summer?
SEIZED VEHICLES FROM$100. - Next year? Kappa Delta, 24 Madbury
FORDS, MERCEDES, CORVETTES,
Rd. has apartments available! Call
SURPLUS BUYERS
CHEVYS.
Beth 868-3146. Call NOW!!!
GUIDE. 1-602-838-8885. EXT.A18587
SAX FOR SALE. Bundy Alto Student
Model. Excellent Condition. $350 or
B.O. Call Betsy (207) 439-1453. Keep
Trying!

Hey Bob. Yousoundgrea t. Calleither
one of us news dudP.s. 862-1507

BESS BESS BESS OH BESS I AHHH
Enjoy writing/photog raphy? Wish to
share -cultural knowledge or AHHH AHHH BESS!
international experiences with others?
Become a staff member of the UNH
International Newsletter - contact Justbecausenie moriesofdeada nimals
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, - run through my mind does not mean
I am a morbid soul.
208 Huddleston Hall, 862-2050.

RESORT HOTELS.SUMMER CAMPS,
CRUISELINE S, & AMUSEMENT
PARKS, NOW accepting applications
for summer jobs and career positions.
For Free information package and
application; call National Collegiate
Recreation Services on Hilton Head
Island, South Carolina at 1-800-5260396. (9am-5pm EST; M-F)

ATTENTION- HIRING! Government
jobs - your area. Many immediate
openings without waiting list or test.
$17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885
EXT. R18587

LARA S., lap terces ruoy, dropser
esaelp. "separgdeird" ehtrof emoclew
ruoy syas amdnarg:yllanif. ssuc ton
oddnaemitnoe b. dnekeewehtyo jne,
citceh oot ton saw keew ruoy epoh.
stsrif ynam fo rehtona tsuj. lanosrep
nwo yrev ruoy.
FREE TUTORING!!!
Confuseq? Need help? We tutor a
wide variety of subjects at flexible
hours. Call Marston House at 8624428
Laura Deame-Will you tead:i me to
be a goddess like you? Men stick to
you like boogers on your fingers just
after your winter's worst cold starts to
dry up. I'm in awe.
GOURMET DINNER TICKETS FOR
FRIDAY March 2,1990 ARE ON SALE
NOW ATTHEMUB rICKETOFFIC E

Screen printin g
HOUSEMATE WANTED TO SHARE
LG. QUIET FARMHOUSE IN
DURHAM. Non-smoker. 1 year lease
$300/month utilities included. 8681C1Tl leave message.

gentle kisses waiting for the two of us.
My number: 868-6556. (In addition,
Bob comes with a psychopath
roommate that has already served time
on death row for the murder of two
Princeton freshman, but don't worry
about that. He was acquited because
he is a nephew of President Bush ...Just
stay away when John D. is around.)

Typing services, 19+ years of sec. exp.;
Resume Writing Service - get the edge reasonable rates; call Jeannine Dube at
on the competition, professional service 603-267-6379 (home) or 603:-225-1411 including Career Marketing Network (work)
GETTING MARRIED? Get a brand
new wedding dress (worth $600) for · and Interviewing guidance. 13 years
of Corporate Human Resources and
$300or B.O. Victorian style, beautiful
bead work, size 12 - easily altered. - consulting experience. Reasonable · IS FIVE MINUTES TOO MUCH TO
rates, daytime, evening, and/ or ASK
Neyer worn Call 868-2725 (before
SECURING
FOR
·
weekend appoi}ltments available. Call REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS? COME
10:00 p.m.)
431-4589.
TO THE STUDENTS FOR CHOICE
BAKESALEOUTSIDETHEMUB PUB
FERARRI RED. Fischer RCY SL
MONDAY MORNING TO WRITE
Professional Word Processing for your YOUR REPRESENTATIVE .
Racing Skiis. 200 cm Ess-Var Praline
resume, reports, docum~ntatio n,
. bindings. Barely used. · Very Quick.
manuscripts, thesis, etc. Experienced,
Retail$575. Yours$325 BO.Steve 862efficient,r42asonablerates,quick-return.
3117.
Call Flash Fingers (Janet Boyle), 6593578.
CASH FOR GOLD. The Gold
ATTENTION - GOVERNMEN T
Exchange will pay immediate cash for
SEIZED VEHICLES FROM $100.
yourgoldinany form. Also U.S.Silver
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys._ Caring twice mother will babysit for coins. 743-0970
evenings.
and
Daytime
·
child.
your
1-602-838-8885.
guide.
buyers
Sµrplus
Rate n~gotiable. Call Neeru on 868Ext. A18587
6228.

AUSTRALIA STUDY ABROAD-One
or Two Semesters. Summer Programs.
Prudintemships Available. Applynow
for Summer + Fall 1990. For
information on the BESTstudyabr oad
program in the w0rld, call:· 1-800-2452575

w

HeyGrimbilas, believe me, you won't
pull a Buster- You'll get the living sh_t
kicked out of you ...... DUDE!
GRIMBILAS VS. GARTHWAITE ~ A
Three Round Bout in March- Will Ted
pull a Buster Douglas? · I seriously
'
doubt it.
Ten bucks on Garthwaite. Grimbilas.
..You can't be serious. Go Go Jon!
I am not .a psychopath.
FRED-What the hell are you talking
about?? IfI ever wanted to be a stripper
it must have been in a past lifetime. Oh
well,_we can only ,dream ....
Laura Deame-it's ragtime for you,
baby.
I am not a dark person
Yeah Eileen? Well share the wealth,
chick. Things are going to be grand
come Monday night.
Hello ARI!!! - Your love slave Be~sy
TO MY FUTURE HUSBAND-I s your
butt on upside down?? Love, ALF
Dave- You're a big partof my life and
I like it that way. Get psyched for
skiing!! Love Kristine
Hello, my name is Bob Parsons. You
may remember me from the last
personals,column. I'll be frank. I need
love. Today I curled up in the afghan
I knit myself and just sipped some tea,
thinking about the lady of my dreams.
Shehassparklin geyesandawon derful
rich laugh, with a hand that's warm to
hold. I know you're out there. Give
me a call. I have a wonderful afternoon
of James Taylor, cold white wine, and

If you are driving to FLORIDA over
SPRING BREAK and can ttse someone
to split the cost and driving then call
me!! Boca Raton area is ideal but the
border will do! Marc J 862--4143 or
868-9740
ALISON BABY!!! What a jump
backwards! Age 26 to 21-how can
that be possible? Anyway, Moses
Wcl-1\tS to wish you a happy birthday!
(moo-moo!)
I am not an evil dead-pet loving sicko,
you homophobic racists.
WANTED - Females age 18--3 0,
overweight, who would like to try a
new weight loss technique conducted
by a doctoral candidate in Psychology.
Call Sandy 862-2360 days or 868-5536
eves.
Hey Jim - Happy Birthday!· It's the
BIG 21 (finally); And it's revenge of
the closet monster! Keep smiling.
Love, Lori
Feb 28thSailingTeam OPEN Meeting-Rm#3 9
in the Field House- 7:00PM- Be there!
We're looking for a few good ... women.
To play on a self supported local rugby
team. If you enjoy sports,
entertainment and beer bellies, come
to our meeting. Tues. Feb. 27th at 5:00,
Ham Smith 214. New Hampshire
Women'sRugb yOubneedsyo u! Old
and new members call 743-3649 for '
info.
Laura Ann- Talk about TRASHED!!!
You and Sherri are the new party
queens! Sorry about the spilled drink
incident. Hope you feel okay and can
makeittoourdan cetonig_ht!!! Tell the
parents to SCREW! You're the most
incredibly beautiful girl I have ever
met! Love, Cambell's soup Boy
Oh, by the way ... I made it back with
thathugedrink. Rightbytwobo uncers
and a Durham cop.
SQT, The fire inside me burns deep
and hot. Think of the warm th we will
share when our naked bodies embrace
in the cool surf of a deserted beach

""
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under a brilliant fucia sunset. What
else could I want? Yep, you guessed it!
Love ya - me

roommate: It'sbeenreal-hatetolose
ya! Keep grinning (forget why) Hugs
and Rubs, Ingrown.

Do _you enjoy great entertainment?
Would you .enjoy sitting at a candlelit
table while listening to acoustic guitars
and melodic voices and sipping on
coffee? If so,cometotheDevineNic he
on Friday nights. · This Friday night
will feature Harvey Reid and Andy
Hoppel starting at 8·pm. $i.students
$2 non-'students.

If you are transferring to a new college
next semester and want to make some
quick cash contact Deb at 868-5629

Gourmet Dinner at Terri's Mini-Farm.
Theme = Gothic Horror 'and
Meatballs!!!! Get your tickets now,
while they last, at the MUB Ticket
Office.
Call 1-800-God-Time.

GOURMET DINNER TICKETS!
A NIGHT IN THE ROARING 20'5
BUYTICKETSNOW!!!'BEFORETHEY
ARE ALL GONE
MUB TICKET OFFICE.··

CASH . .. .... .
Got ideas fort-shirts? Tum them into
money- low production cost. T-Shirts
Plus 431-4355
.

Give blood. Play Rugby.

Did, you catch that? Right by two
bouncers and a Durham Cop.

Show your support for America's
abused children -:. Participate in the
GREEK GOD CONTEST! Prizes!
Recognition! FOR AGREAT CAUSE!
PARKING AT UNH SUCKS! Money
or Sexual Favorsfor aplacetokeepmy
car. off campus. Erik862-5816
I don't think that neccesarily means
I'm a crazy dude. · ·
HELP KEEP ABORTION SAFE AND
LEGAL IN HE·w HAMPSHIRE.
COME~TO THE STUDENTS FOR
CHOICE MEETING · MONDAY
NIGHTS AT 7:30 IN ROOM 42 OF
HAM-SMITH. FOR .MORE INFO
CALL PSN OFFICE® 862.,.1008
Marc M. - I need my royalty check
pronto; I'm broke, you sinewy man of
flesh!
I'd rather play rugby ~d lose than
win in softball. Meeting Tuesday. Be
there.
··
.

GOURMET DINNER TICKETS!
A NIGHT IN THE ROARING 20'5
BUYTICKETSNOW!!! BEFORE THEY
ARE·ALLGONE
MUB TICKET OFFICE.
FREE TUTORING!!!
Confused? Need help? We tutor a
wide variety of subjects at flexible
hours. Call Marston House at 8624428
Can't afford the tuition increase and
need solution? Write to Rabb, Box 329,
Gilsum, N.H. 03448.
.
ADOPTION: Miracle Wanted. Your
precious baby will be cherished by our
Vermont family. Your wishes matter.
802 766-2~19 collect_Nancy/Bill.
CASH FOR GOLD. The · G6ldExchange will pay immediate ci$h ,f or
yourgoldinanyform. 743-0970Leave
amessage ·

right. Moo-Cow ,P.S. G~, it's awfully
brisk outside
·
To Kathy: Urn .... Butts upside q.own
sounds kiriky .. Let's get together and
have an affair or something' ....
L,L,B,K: We peat the clock, or did it
beat us?
THE GREEK GOD CONTEST: LIVE
THE MYTH

MAUREEN - I 'REALLY ENJOYED
OUR TALK THE OTHER NIGHT
ANDMORNING. HERE'STOMORE
IN THE FUTURE. P.S. - I.F I
CONTINUE TO BE GOOD, 00 I GET
SOME MORE ICE CR~M?!
Spaghetti and French Fries!!
Thanks for a great weekend Love Quack!!
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PICK AN APOLLO and PREVENT
CHILD ABUSE ·at the GREEK GOD
CONTEST

S.T.U.0.5. CLUB
(Senior That Urge Drinking Socially)
90days til Graduation Kickoff meeting · Bess-Conjure this image in your
9p.m.~njiman'sBarSun dayFeb25th mind.Maple syrup. Crotchless panties.
Need I say more?
SPARKY, SERAFINO,,NELLY AND
D-PAN
TAILGATING
FOR Hey dude, how is it going? .Just
TOMORROWS
GYMNASTICS remember, never throw yourpummice
MEET? MAYBE A LITTLE LATE stones too far.
NIGHT HOLIDAY INN TRIP - ??
CALL ME - CHAMBO
Ram, how do you spell MacHine?
Kathy-Toansweryou. I wish. Maybe
.someday. Nothing else has been
knocked, butmaybesomeday. Though
I doubt it.
Hey Seacoast RFC- the boat racing
queens are practicing. Are you?
CONGRATULATIONTOSIGMAN O
AND CHI OMEGA FOR WINNING
BOTHTHEBANNERCONTFSTAND
SNOW CULPTURE THANKS FOR A
GREAT TIME CH 1-0 THE BRO'S OF
SIGMA NU
Hey Frenchy! So you finally losfyour
Virginity.
It's about time!
Congratulations.
And yes, Frenchy, we,know io/ ~~e
•t his time. None of that ''I'm not really
sure if I'm still a virgin or not!!"
Yeah, You don'~ really believe he is-a
virgin, do you? .

Thank God!!!! The Weekend . .Now
I can be happy.
FREE TUTORING!!!
Niche Coffeehouse Friday Feb. 23 at8
Confused? Need help? We4utor, a
wide variety of . subjects_: at flexible · Do _y~m .enjoy gre;L entertainment? pm. Harvey Reid & Andy i-Iappel w.iJl
hours. Call Marston House .at · 862:.. Would you enjoy sitting at ; ;and!elit ~pe perfoririing: (If you are'a talent) i
tab le wlµle listening to acoustic guitars .student looking to be a warm up act
4428
ai:id melodic voices and sipping on for well known performers call Amy
CQNGRATULATIONS ED PUFFER!! coffee? If so, come to the Devine Niche at 862-2148 or send a demq tape to
Randall 131, UNH, Durham,·NH
We all had a BLAST watching you win on Friday nights. This Friday night
03824)
theHOSEHEADCHAMP IONSHIPof will feature Harvey Reid and ·Andy
N.E. New England IVCF! Way to go!! HappeJ star_ting at 8 pm. $1 students
Hey Kirn- just don't let.him talk. Sally.
$2 non-students.
P.5. Did you hear that Frenchy scooped
SENIORS: Ring in the last 9Q days for
(really scooped)??
the class of '90. Specials for seniors at GOURMET DINNER TICKETS FOR
Nick's, Benjis, and Glory Daze this FRIDAY MARCH 2,1990 ARE .ON.
Saturday at 9:00pm. Come early-stay SALE NOW AT THE MUB TICKET GOURMET DINNER TICKETS!
A NIGHT IN THE ROARING 20'5 .
OFFICE
late.
BUYTICKETSNOW!! BEFORETHEY·
ARE ALL GONE
.
We won Broomhall. · We won 90 days until graduation party this
MUB TICKET OFFICE.
broomball. Don't forget. Yeah. Yeah. Saturday at Nick's, Benjis, anc;i Glory
Yeah. Don't forget to run an extra two Daze. Don't miss ot:1t.
Want to catch apre-summer tan while
miles a day. · I love you all.
Do all of you understand dangling flying across the water amid heavy
, Grand .Canyon. . .Grand Canyon. . modifiers now? Or do you need some competition? Find out how at the
.Grand Canyon... Ha .. Ha .. Ha ..... Ha. more worms? Maybe socks would've SAILING TEAM o,r ganizational
.Ha.. Ha. Ha: ... Ha Ha _Ha. Oh my made ? better example: by unrolling meeting. Feb 28 Room 39 in the MUB
at7:00pm.
God!! I must be an evil person!!!!! the sock, ...
Forgive me!
Niche Coffeehouse Friday Feb. 23 at 8 Women's Rugby- Meeting, Tues. the
27th at 5pm. No experience necessary!
GOURMET DINNER TICKETS FOR pm. Harvey Reid & Andy Happel will
be
performing.
(If
you
are
a
talented
FRIDAYMarch 2,1990 ARE ON SALE
student looking to be a warm up act To the wrestlers at IKr - The tall man ·
AT THE MUB TICKET OFFICE
with the glasses who kept stealing my
for well known perfonners call Amy
hat+
the man booting in the bathroom
at
862-2148
or
send
a
demo
tape
to
Take the Senior Challenge!!!
Randall 131, UNH, Durham, NH - thanks for keeping us entertained
Saturday night - lets do it again -soon.
To the New Hampshire Rugby queens: 03824)
Youknowwheretofindu s!? Seya Big
You know who you are, you infamous
·
busty, succulent, lush puppies. The Cyndee Cruden, you beer guzzling Sister + Little Sister
end of off season niceness is coming. song queen you...
To our little Paula
The lustful American Gladiators of
Who likes to hoot and hollah
NHRFC want revenge on the eggless ATTENTION PARTY ANIMALS:
You'll be dancin' and prancin' · and
wimps of UVM, B.C. and other beer Looking for an exciting rock band to
singing with glee
play
at
your
next
party?
Consider
nursing boobless androgynous wimps.
As you transform form Janet to Di
UNH's own The Urge, one of the
Soon,soon.
·
seacoast's favorite party bands. Call Watch out Boston, she's a true bar
,
Mr. Levin ...Where did you put ·that Randy at 8(,8-2697 or Russ at 659-7424 . betty
So 21 men pucker up and get ready
for info. ·
gun? How soft was it?
Poof out your hair and put on the
Kathy-You have a strange drunk BARTENDING - Prepare for a good magic belt
"Cause every Sammy's heart is sure to
roommate named Danny. Did you paying part-time or summer job. Easy
melt
·
and
Fun!
Evening
courses.
MASTER
know that? I'd be scared.
Happy Birthday Diane, soon to be 21
BARTENDING SCHOOL, 84 Main St.,
After all these years, life's just begun.
About the Grand Cany<;m .. .I'm sorry. Newmarket. Tel. 659-3718
I'm just being a jerk because you said
Trisch ? Love Sean
I'm crazy, and tnat really hurts. I'm To The Morning Person,
I
had
a_
great
time
this
weekend.
sorry. Or actually, wasityoursJdekick,
CHOOSE A ZEUS and PREVENT
Otter, who said that? l'ri)_not, :i;-eally Maybe we'll make it to Jake's another
CHILD ABUSE at the GREEK GOD
morning. Prepare yourself for this
(crazy, that is).
weeke':'d~appy~.lste~: y! Nextt~m-~ CONTEST

Laura Dearne - Me and Spike are
gonna play a few rounds of squash, so
if you have any questions I'll ask for
you.

Stu- a gull:nestlesitsheadinits bosom~
a young boy rubs his eyes and shakes
off the day, a streetcar rushes past
spraying rain water on a young girls'.
boots, the sun burns orange behind
bone-weary clouds and the New
Hampshire hills draw their knees into
their chests, the world softly pulses to
the throb of the poet heart and you
lean closer to me and whisper -- your
eyes closed, your hair tossled - ·the
lyrics_to the enchanting "Let me Put
my love into you, Babe" by AC/DC.
The Colombian- the :Kill-Kid, me-self,
and the Sly-dog ( who isn't sly at all)
thank you ( because we can) for
keeping all those skulls and midgets
and barking dogs on the bus where
they belong- oh yeah thanks for
handling the money
-: r •

T1ie-1'•teW·

Hampshire
personals .....
I

Like frenchkissing on the
first date
•

Emphases in
Liberal Arts
International Bminess ·
Courses available in $panish
and in'~nglish
.
.:_ .

Flueney~in Sp~hnot ~~ _:.· :~•z; .,·:<, ,

cowses

All
approved by UW-Plattevilie·
and validated on an official
UW-Platteville transcript
$3625 per semester for Wisconsin &
Minnesota resident,.
$3875 per semester for non-residents.
Costs include
Tuition and Fees
Roo~ and Board in Spa~h ho~eis, :, .
Fieldtrips
. ·
All financial aids-apply
For~ information contact
Study Abroad Programs
308 Warner Hall
Univ;ersity of Wisconsin-Platteville
1 University Plaza
Platteville, WI 53818-3099
(608) 342-1726

call 862-1323

ESSAYS &
-REPORTS
19,278 to choose from - all subjects
rder Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

·· 800-351-0222
in C,ali f.121 3) 477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave. #206- SN. Los Angeles , CA 90025
Custom research also available-a11 ·1evels

.PREGNAN T?
I am a warm, happy,
financial! y secure
woman hoping· to .share
my love-filled home .
and future with a child.
(Legal and confidential)
Call Judy collect at
(508) 744-1282.

,-;

1
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Men's Hockey

.._ -

BC(2):, LOWELL, at BU
BU(2): , at MAINE, BC
LOWELL (2): at BC,at MC

Teani Statistics
(conference only)

Standings:
Hockey East
Conf
I.BC . 14-5~0
2.Maine 13-6-1
11-6-2
3 . BU
'4.Py
10-6-3
5.NU
9-9-2
6. UNH6-9-4
7. Lowell 5-12-2
8.MC
2-17-0

Men's Hockey:
Remaining Games
MAINE(l): BU,

Power Play

All
Pts
21-9-1 28
27-8-2 27
18-11-2 24
20-7-3 23
15-16-2 20
13-15-5 16
13-16-2 12
8-21-1 4

GF/Att
17/58
I.NU
2. UNH 16159
14/58
3.PC
4. Lowell 14/59
16/75
5.BC
6.MC
13/74
7.BU
12/71
8. Maine 12 /74

· Player of theWeek: ScottKing,Me
Rookie of the W eek:Scott LaGrand, BC Penalty Killing
Killed/Att
· 1. Maine 62/76
Scoring
2. PC
52/65
(conference only)
66/83
3.NU
64/73
(as of Feb 18)
4.BC
5.BU
52/67
·G
A Pt
6. UNH 44158
18
Emma,BC
19 37 7. Lowell 39/55
19
14 33 8.MC
Heinze, BC
39/61
- Mews,NU ·
9
20 29
9
17 26
Boback, PC
Cowie,NU
8
18 26
Gaudreau, PC 12
13 25
Mcinnis, BC
7
18 25

MC (2): PC, LOWELL
UNH(2): at NU, PC

Pct
29.3
27.1
24.l
23.7
21.3
17.6
16.9
16.2

UNH
PC(l):at UNH

NU(l):

PLAYOFF SETUP: .
All eight teams qualify for post-

season play.. The first round
is a two out of three series at the
host rink March 2,3,4. The top
four teams will receive home ice.
The pairings will be 1 vs. 8, 2 vs.
7, 3 vs, 6, 4 vs, 5. The winners of
those series will adv~nce to
Hockeyfest at the
Boston Garden March 9,10,11.

Pct
81.6
80.0
79.5
77.7
77.6
75.9
70.9
63.9

Goaltending
(conference only)
(as of Feb 18)
GA Sv _Avg.
LaGrand, BC
22 246 2.26 .
King, Maine
24 232 2.37
Cashman, BU 44 418 2.87
24 178 2.91
Merten, PC
DelGuidice, Me 31 278 3.11
SZTURM, UNH 23 302 3.50 '
Romaine,Pc · 34 201 · 3.56

HOCKEY

EAST

NAC Women's Hoop Standings
conference record won
lost
1) Maine
10
1
2) Boston U;
·7
2
· 3) Nevy Hampshire . 6
4
4) Vermont
4
5
5) Hartford
4
5
6) Colgate
2
7
7) Northeastern
O
9
including games thru 2/18

·.NAC Men's Hoop
conference record
1) Boston U. ·
2) Hartford
3) Northeastern ·

Standings
· won lost
7
1·
6
3
6

·3

· 4) Maine
5
5) Colgate
3·
6) Vermont
2
7) New Hampshire 2_
including games thru 2/17
~

·@

-~

Write for
the Sports
Pages!·

tgJ'

©

-49

Stop by 151.
. in the lVl-UB
+-+ for info •

5
6
6
-7

~

Women's Hockey
Record: 18-3-1/ ECAC record 13-3-1
No
14
'6
10
12
7

Name G GO A Pts Pen-Min PPG Career
22 17 22 39
Hunter
3-6
1 90-78-168
Bye
22 1~) 18 37
4-8
6 19-18-37
22 19 15 34 .
Akre
3-6
1 49-48-97
Chalupnik 16 12 16 28
1-2
1 35-65-100
22, 8
7-14
0 31-53-84
Prisco
17 25
22 10 14 24
8 Weston
3-6
4 16-33-49
9 22
3-6
20 Thibodeau 22 13
3 13-9-22
13 . 16
- 8-16
Davidson 19 3
0 19-25-44
4
22 3
11 Thorne
12 15
3-6
0
3-17-20
()
17 Coyne
22 5
5-9-14
9 14
8-16
8, 14
16 Rockburn 22 6
1-2
2
6-8-14
5-10 - 1 '16-14-30
27 Harris
22 7
6
13
21 Weinbei::g 22 2
7
9
· 4-8
0
4-14-18
8
9
8-16
0
2-13-15
15 Matthews 22 1
22 2
9 Bent
6
8
0-0
0
2-6-8
22 5
3
2-4
22 Skehan
8
0
5-3-8
5-5-10 .
Stiles
22 2
5
4
6
8-16
0
24
Clark
22 4
0
0
4
0-0
4-0-4
-29 Sloan ·
19 0
1
1
0-0
0
0-1"-l
UNH Totals 22 138
188 326 -72-144 19
OPP Totals 22 40
50 90
64-128 9

Goaltender
No
30
29 ,
5

Name
G
Whitten 18
Sloan
10
Stiles
3

Min Svs - Sv% GO GAA S/O Rec
753 306 .919 27 1.9 3 12-3-1
327
91 .929 7 1.2 2 5-0
60
37 .860 6 4.5 0 1-0

Women's hockey vs.
U.S. National team,
Sat~ 7pm at SniVely
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Close losses
contin ue to haunt
•
UNH icemen

By Brian Brady
The script has become pain- goal at 4:29 of the second to give
fully predictable for the 1989-90 BC a two goal bulge.
Just when it appeared that
UNH Wildcat hockey team. The
scri_pt remains the same but the the game was slipping a.way from
opponent changes. Tuesday night the Wildcats, Chris Winnes took a
the opponent was Boston College Domenic Amodeo pass, beat'two
and once again the icemen lost a BC defenseman and scored on a
breakaway at 11:10 of the second
close game, 5-3.
Don't let the final score fool to bring UNH to within one goal.
"I saw a little seam in the
you. BC's David Emma scored an
open net goal with one second left defense," Winnes said. "(Amodeo)
in play to give the Eagles the two found me and I leaned into the
goal victory. The Wildcats played goalie, who thought I was going
much of the third period down to my forehand, and pulled it to
one goal and failed to net the tying my backhand and got around
him."
goal.
With the crowd of2,08.3 cheerApparently, Coach Bob Kullen has seen one too many one ing for the equalizer, a critical degoal type losses, as the Wildcats fensive error gave BC the game
have blown three of their last four winning goal with seven minutes
games after being down by one left in the second period. BC's Ted
Crowley got the puck at the left
goal during the third period.
"I'm sick of telling (the team), point and a lack of effective fore'nice game guys, we lost by a checking gave Crowley an open
UNH keeper Pat Sztunn says the puck stops here . Or does it? (photo Don Carlson)
goal,"' a visibly distraught Kullen chance. He fired a slapshot along
said immediately following the the ice past Szturm's left pad for
game. "It's getting a little old. the Eagle's fourth goal.
.
"One of our forwards went
You' re so close that you just want
fishing for the puck and got out of
to force feed it."
Kullen was not the only agi- the play'' Szturmsaid. "(Crowley)
Flames coach Terry Crisp on the Media: "They're
tated person after the game. Sen- had all day to tee it up."
Jekyll and Hyde. They'll pat you on the back, and the next
A power play goal by Jeff
ior goaltender Pat Szturm, who
Lazaro
nine minutes into the third
made
36
saves
on
the
evening,
day, they're going to kick you in the butt. Don't ever think
period, which made the score 4-3,
was equally depressed.
that they're your friends, because they ain't. They've got a
"I know there are some guys only made the final 11 minutes
who
are not playing 110 percent," more difficult to watch as the 'Cats
long dagger. Some days it's in a little bit. Some days it's
said Szturm. ''There is an attitude never got the equalizer.
long. What's the diffferenq~? The dagger is always there."
"It's so frustrating that you
difference between losing and
just
want
to go back to your house,
winning.
We
have
a
losing
tradi-The Boston Globe
tion. Somepeoplearehappy when lock the door and never come out,"
we lose close games to good teams. said Lazaro. "We just need time to
reflect."
Th9-t'? b~ct"
"We are nowhere near as far
The loss drops the 'Cats reclilU
•
ord to 13-15-5 (6-9-4 in Hockey ' away as we were last year/' Kullupnik who says that she was will- thought. The only chance she had and determined type of hockey. East).
len said. "Weareonagraduala nd
ing to come East, knowing that was if someone dropped out of Davidson has also developed into a
Domenic Amodeo opened the relatively certain climb. We are
women's hockey in New England thesecondroundtryo uttoleavea versatile player, one that Coach scoring with his 17th goal of the
knocking on the door, but we have
has always been of a better caliber space open for her. Finally, after McCurdy feels confident sending season just four minutes into the
got to take the next step."
than anywhere in the country. As it the first two stages of the evalu- back onto defense, midway through- game. David MacIntyre assisted
While Kullen is looking for a
stands now, the ECAC is the only ation period were over and out the 89-90 season.
on the goal.
gradual team improvement, this
Division I conference in the coun- Davidson had already given up,
As one of the youngest players
After Amodeo's goal, BC's season's seniors are running out
try that has varsity women's the call came through. U.S. Na- on the National team, Davidson is HEM line took over. The line,
of time, as only two regular season
hockey.
tional team head coach Don learning more and more about what which consists of Steve Heinze, · games remain. ''This is my last
With a little coaxing from Macleod called to inform her that, it takes to conHnue to-play hock~y in Emma and Marty Mcinnis, tallied
year," said Szturm. "I don't want
Davidson, Chalupnik sent in the solely on the basis of her past per- the future.
eight points on the evening with to finish up by losing."
application and traveled to the first formance and his own recommen"We all get along really well," Heinze breaking the ice atl 6:07 of
The next Wildcat hockey
stage of tryouts at Northeastern' s dation; Davidson would be al- said Davidson. ''There is a real mix of the first period with the tying goal.
game will be Saturday night at
Matthews arena. Along with about lowed to join the three day evalu- people, old and young. It's inspiraEmma gave BC the lead on a Northeastern at 7:00. The final
lSOotherskaters, shewentthrough ation camp. The rest is history.
tional for me, it gives me something power play goal just 45 seconds game of the season is scheduled to
the conditioning and scrimmaging
"I felt fortunate to be given to shoot for."
into he second period when he be played Sunday night at Snively
drills that made up the first two such a chance,"' said Davidson.
Besides playing with mostly col- stuffed a Mcinnis pass by Szturm. Arena against the Providence
stagesofthetryoutsa nd wascho- "All I wanted was to prove my- lege graduates, Chalupnik and MarcBeranaddedtheE apJesthird
Friars.
sen ,with 12 others from the New self. I felt honored that Coach Davidson are also playing with a few ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
England region, to participate in Macleod had that much confi- regularseasonrivalsfromProvidence.
the third stage. After a three day dence in me as a player."
"All the players I've played
evaluationcampheld attheendof
GrowingupinDuluth ,Min- against, 1 really respect," reassures ·
December,Chalupnik hadmadethe nesota, Davidson, like Chalupnik Davidson. "When you play against
final cut to 20. Since then, those 20 gained valuable hockey experi- th~m it's a ~~all_eng~, w_hen you I:'l_ay -co_m_p_e-ti...
ti_o_n_wi_,_..,th!'-K~a-re-n~P~a~l-m_e_r~in---u-tc_o_m_e_o~ft"='h_e_m-eet~.~":":W"!"e_m_o_v----:ed
members have grown into more ence playing in various boy's with them it s mspir~honal. Ability eighth place with a total of 294.25 0up two places from last season
than just a group of individual leagues. UnlikeChalupnik, she has wise we're all th~ same ~d we
points and Roosevelt in twelfth and had many great swims. The
hockey players, they have become developed a style that is a more want the _same thmgs for th1~ team. place with 272.70 points. Palmer taper worked well, it was a great
a team.
straightforward,forecheckinga nd
The importance of the first U.S. dove in the first finalsofthecham- way to end a season!"
"Everyonegotalongrea llywell determined type of hockey. Nation;l team ~n the futu_re of pionships. The championship
Doherty, who placed eighth
and we had a lot of fun," said Cha- Davidson has also developed into womens hockey 1s prevale~t m the meet was capped off with the 400 overall in the individual scoring,
lupnik about the team that was a versatile player, one that Coach minds of both C~alupm~ and Freestyle relay of Mallery, Mc- ended with 48 points for UNH
selected."We weren't concerned McCurdy feeis confident sending Davidson. Its very existence will he:p Carthy, Lapman and Armor tak- and broke two school records in
with who scored and who got the back onto defense, midway pave the way to nam~ women_ sing eighth place in the final heat, the process. The men's team will
assist but we just really came to- throughoutthe89-90 season. · hockey as a demonstration sport m withanimpressivetime of3:45.04. competeFebruary21,2 2,and23in
gether as a team right away."
As one 0 _f the youngest _play- the 1992 Winter Olympics. A chance
Three year Coach Brenda their own New England ChampiAfter sending in her National ~rsontheNatt~_nalte~m,Davidson to represent the U.S. in the Olympic Skelley was positive about the onshi s, also at URL
team application, the last thing that like Chalup_mk game~ v~luabl_e games, gives both players something _...;:;._ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.......,_________~
Davidson needed was sprainedhockey expenence pl_aymg m va~1- to shoot for in the future. As of now,
ankle before the first -r ound of try.ousboy'sleagues. UnhkeChalup~ik, both players have taken a step in the
.
outs. much to her disappointment,she has developed a style that i_s a right direction.
it happened and there wasn't muchmore straight forward, forecheckmg
she could do about it, or so she
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Chalup nik, Davids on
make Nationa l team
By Heather Grant
When women's hockey head
Coach Russ McCurd y mentioned
to his team last fall thatthere would
be tryouts for a U.S. National
squad, both Heidi Chalupnik and
Shawna Davidson were skeptical.
Chalupnik, now a senior, was
happy for the opportunity to get
some ice time in before the upcoming season. An ambitious
Davidson merely wanted a chance
to prove that her successful first
season at UNH wasn' t a fluke.
Little did they know that by
applying, they were each paving
the way to be in a position to possibly represent the U.S. in the 1992
Winter Olympics. By New Years
Eve1989, both Chalupnik and
Davidson had somethi_n g to celebrate, as they were both chosen as
two of 20 members of the first
United States National hockey
team for women.
When Chalupnik began playing organized hockey with her
brother at age five, on a team
coached by their father, she was
the only girl on the team, a pioneer
in her sport. Even by her senior
year in high school, where she
was still the only girl playing
hockey on that team and in Alaska
for that matter, Chalupnik didn' t
even know if hockey would be in
her future as she began her college

search. In the sixteen years since
she began playing, Chalupnikhas
developed into one of the best left
wings in the country. After sending Coach McCurdy a video tape
of her on the ice, the door to her
future in women's hockey had
been conveniently opened.
Chalupnik graduated from
Lathrop H.S. in Fairbanks, Alaska
in 1986 and with help from an
athletic scholarship, arrived in
Durham and to Snively Arena by
the fall of that year. Four years, 35
goals and 65 assists later, she has
become one of the most versatile,
skilled and consistent players that
UNH has ever seen. Since their
freshman year, Chalupnik and
captain Andria Hunter have
shared top honors, became friends,
roommates and both played an
invaluable role in the success of
the UNH women's hockey team
since 1987.
"I knew UNH had the best
program around," remembers
Chalupnik. "At that point, I was
just happy to be playing for them."
Growing up playing and
developing her style in boy's
leagues has helped to make Chalu pnik into the quick, finesse skater
that she is.
"Playing with the guys made
a big difference," said Chalupnik.

"Most of them I had skated with
since I was young. Sometimes
when we would travel to other
places, guys would go out of their
way to check me. They didn't think
I belonged.
"It [the men's game] is a lot
more aggressive. They move
around a lot more and I like to do
that."
Checking, one aspect of the
men's game that has been illegal
in women's hockey, will be utilized in the World Tournament in
March as well in some exhibition
games before then. Chalupnik,
who like many other women players who grew up playing with
men, is accustomed to the physical contact of the game.
"I think that the checking
aspect in high school helped me a
lot too," says Chalupnik. "You
have to be quicker when you' re in
the corners, because you know the
second you slow down, you're
gqing to get hit."
Chalupnik attributes a lot of
her skills to her brother, who
"never lets up" when she goes
home and practices with his team.
Why did she come all the way to He~di Chalupnik and Shawna Davidson are heading to Ottawa for the
New Hampshire from Alaska, is first women's World Tournament in March (photo Sports Info.)
not an unusual question for Cha
Wom en 's h ockey, p.23

Wo=en 's swim team
takes 8th place
By Mark Miller
The UNH Women's swim
team competed in.the Division I
New England Swimming and
Diving Championships last February fo_. 17, and 18, held at the
Univ~rsity of Rhode Island. The
Wildcats placed eighth overall out
ofnineteen teams with, 241 points,
as ·c ompared to a tenth place spot
last season. Contenders in the
championship included sue~ Big
_ East schools as Boston College and
Providence College. The Wildcat
swimmers did exceptionally well,
considering the lack of any recruiting or scholarship money given to
the team, as compared to the other
well funded schools at the competition.
In the finals on the first day,
the 200 freestyle relay made up of
Karen Lutomski, Meghan McCarthy, Sue Ogden and Steph
Duegerplaced seventh with a time
of 1:42.63. Shannon Doherty captured her first school record of the
meet in the 200 IM in 2:14.46 for
seventh._place overall. The previous record 2:1 4.82, wassetin 1985.
Karen Lap man followed Doherty
in the same event for twenty-fifth
place(out of fifty) in 2:18.56. Captain McCarthy scored twelfth in
1

the consolation heat with a personal best of 25.31 in the 50 freestyle.
The Diving team also finished
extremely well with sophomore
Wendy Roosevelt placing fifth
overall with 293 points. Karen
Palmer placed tenth with 289.45,
and Liz Rosen took fifteenth with
258. Ending the first day of competition, the Lady 'Cat 400 Medley Relay team scored the highest
out of all UNH Relays taking
fourth place. The team of Doherty,
Maureen Hartnett, McCarthy and
Ogden earned a time of 4:09 .49 in
the heat.
On the second day of the meet,
the 200 Medley Relay scored
eighth place with the team of Jamie
Graham, Hartnett, Catherine
Buckley and Lutomski finishing
with a time of 1:57.35. Graham
went on to miss the UNH record
in the 400 IM by 3 tenths of a
second with a time of 4:48.35, but
won the consolation heat to place
ninth. Buckley was the next UNH
finisher in the IM event, taking
eighteenth place with a time of
4:59.15.
Captain McCarthy had a
personal best time in the 100 Fly

fortwelfth place. Freshman Kathy
Messier had an outstanding swim,
and personal best time of 1:03.73
for twenty-first place . Doherty
almost repeated her earlier accomp
lishment, but just missed another
school record by 7 one-hundred ths of a second, placing
eighth with a time of 1:57.65 also
in the 100 fly. Lapman followed
Doherty in twenty-fifth place at
2:01.29.
Sophomore breaststroker
Hartnett placed ninth in her event
at 1:11.22 and Lutomski, known
as a sprint freestyler finished
twenty-fifth in 1:14.30. Doherty
broke her own school record in
the 100 backstroke at 1:01.31 for
eighth place. McCarthy was the
next finisher at eleventh in the
consolation heat at 1:03.28, for
another personal best. Lapman
missed the consolation heat by
one place in the 100 Backstroke
by one place corning in at nineteenth with 1:05.00. Ending the
second day of trials and finals
competition, the 800 Freestyle
Relay scored ninth with the team
of Lapman, freshman Kirsten
Johnson, Jenny Armor and Chris
Mallery in 8:13.40.

UNH's top distance swimmer,
Heather Benoit placed twelfth in
the 1650 yard Freestyle (a mile)
18:28.49 for a personal best. Freshman Amy Fiske swam the mile in .
19:45.60 for twenty-fourth place.
An exciting 200 backstroke put
three Wildcat swimmers in the final
heats. Placing in the top eight of all
her events in the last two years,

sophomore Doherty led the Wildcats with a fifth place in the time of
2:14.12. UNH placed Graham in
fifteenth in 2:20.01 and Lapman in
fourteenth at 2:19.73, showing
UNH's strength in the event.
The UNH Divers ended the
impressive three meter board
Swimmers, p. 23

